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PREFACE 

 My interest in the evolution of black Christianity and the Black Church within the 

broader context of a historically Euro-American denomination began after I became an 

Episcopalian part-way through my tenure as a student at the Interdenominational 

Theological Center. I was confirmed as an Episcopalian on January 10, 2010 after years 

of an intense spiritual journey that led me from my National and Full Gospel Baptist 

upbringing, through several denominations and religious and faith communities, and 

finally into the deep liturgical heritage and tradition of the Episcopal Church. Contrary to 

the experience of many, I made the conscious decision to become an Episcopalian in 

response to the deeply mysterious character of the sacrament that captured me when I 

first stepped into St. Martin’s Episcopal Church in Charlotte, North Carolina that 

previous summer. 

This spiritual journey ran in tandem with a cultural, historical awakening that 

started when I began attending Johnson C. Smith University, a historical black university 

in Charlotte, North Carolina. Occupying and engaging an academic space where the 

experiences, perspectives, hopes, and dreams of African Americans were framed as 

normative served to awaken my interest in investigating how my own cultural, social, and 

historical location related to the experience of my cultural and communal ancestors. This 

experience culminated when I matriculated at the Interdenominational Theological 

Center and pursued graduate level, theological education. Whereas many seminaries 

privilege the experiences of European theologians and scholars, the ITC unapologetically 

held up the theological, spiritual, and religious contributions of scholars in the field of 

African American religion as well as scholars of color within dominant fields of religious 
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and theological studies. The idea that Christian faith was not alien to African or African 

American experience, but a legitimate expression thereof, was itself a liberating concept 

that helped me to live into my spiritual journey and vocation with more integrity, interest, 

and intention. 

My transition into the Episcopal Church while attending a seminary deeply 

stepped in the black religious context prompted several responses from my closest 

friends, classmates, and associates, many of whom doubted the truth and power of my 

conversion or the ability of the Episcopal Church, and its liturgy, to be a suitable 

container to hold the black religious experience that was important to my continued 

evolution as a syncretistic practitioner of Christian faith steeped in the African American 

experience. My own experience with the Episcopal Church, though short and limited, 

showed otherwise. The Episcopal Church represented a diverse Christian experience 

gathered around the rhythm of liturgy and the grace-filled nourishment of the sacrament. 

This experience was highlighted in two major ways. First, I became a member of 

St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, one of the largest historical black congregations in the entire 

Episcopal Church. As a diverse community of African American and Afro-Caribbean 

people, the worship of that particular community stood at the nexus point between the 

broad spectrum of black religious experience and the liturgical expression of the 

Episcopal Church. Second, my experience as an intern at the Absalom Jones Student 

Center and Chapel, the campus ministry of the Atlanta University Center in the Episcopal 

Diocese of Atlanta, exposed me to the breadth and depth of the contribution of black 

Episcopalians to the overall Episcopal Church and wider culture. 
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My location at this interesting juncture between all of these various streams of 

religious, cultural, and social experiences prompted me to be become curious about the 

ways in which the Episcopal Church could serve as a suitable container to hold the 

experiences of African Americans and a safe place for our cultural and religious 

development and evolution. This thesis is the latest iteration of that theological reflection 

– investigating how Absalom Jones, who also occupied a similar position at the juncture 

between these various religious, cultural, and social experiences, could find life, 

empowerment, and strength through the witness, message, and community of the Church. 

Absalom Jones’s story is made even more curious because, when given the choice to 

follow his friend and colleague, Richard Allen, out of white religious structures, he chose 

to remain within it and to transform it into a space that could hold the hopes and dreams 

of black people. In this way the Church could be seen as an institution of liberation for 

countless generations of black Episcopalians specifically, and black people generally. 

This thesis is an attempt to answer the question that was proposed to me after my 

conversion and entry into the Episcopal Church – “how can you, a proud black man, be 

an Episcopalian?” This thesis is an attempt to engage this question, in all of the myriad 

and often subtle ways that it is asked and presented, using the experiences, words, and 

work of Absalom Jones, the father of all Black Episcopalians. This thesis is also an 

attempt to dispel the myth of homogeneity that looms larger in the Episcopal Church in 

favor of a more diverse and nuanced expression of Episcopal and Christian praxis. It is 

my hope that my own theological wrestling sheds light upon the process that minority 

communities engage when entering a space that is dominated by perspectives, concerns, 

and experiences that are alien to them. It is also my hope that this study critiques the 
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temptation to engage in monological liturgical expression and opens up new possibilities 

for various cultural and racial groups to engage the practice of liturgy in new and life-

giving ways. 



Abstract 

 

LIFTED HANDS, BROKEN CHAINS: EXPLORING THE LIBERATING 

THEOLOGICAL PRAXIS OF ABSALOM JONES AND THE AFRICAN 

EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS, 1794 – 1808. 

 

MARCUS GEORGE HALLEY 

Thesis under the direction of Professor James Turrell and Nicholas Beasley 

Vast resources in theological scholarship have been dedicated to the evolution of the 

African American religious experience. Likewise, extensive scholarship has been devoted 

to understanding the work of Absalom Jones, the first African American priest of the 

Episcopal Church; however, there has been scant mention of where the two fields of 

study overlap, particularly in locating Jones within the broader spectrum of that religious 

expression. This void of scholarship presents an opportunity to engage Absalom Jones as 

the practitioner of an Afrocentric liberating theologian. The purpose of this thesis is to 

explore that gap and examine the ways in which Absalom Jones engaged Christian 

theological praxis as a liberating space; engaged Christian scripture through a 

systematized Afrocentric, or black, hermeneutic lens; and framed the African Episcopal 

Church of St. Thomas, the first African American church in the Episcopal Church, as a 

safe place for the expression and development of black culture. This study begins by 

analyzing African traditional religions before tracing the development of the Absalom 

Jones prior to 1792. In 1792, the black membership of St. George’s Methodist Episcopal 

Church, where Jones served as a lay minister, departed after being refused equal access to 

the worshiping community and space they helped build. This revolutionary action 

envisaged a larger protest and boycott of the dominant school of theology which, up to 

that point, refused to grant black people the dialogue and access necessary to be 



incorporated into the larger Christian narrative and to help shape that narrative. The 

departing members would go on to found the Free African Society which would become 

St. Thomas’s African Episcopal Church. Absalom Jones, who would serve as the first 

priest of this church and the first black Episcopal priest, framed the ethos of this 

community by incorporating a myriad of religious and cultural influences including 

aspects of Slave Religion developed in the Invisible Institution of the African American 

heritage, Quakerism, Episcopalianism, and strands of Methodism. The end result was the 

creation of sacred space where the black community of Philadelphia was granted 

permission to show up in their full presence and power to encounter a God who was 

present in the same way. This meeting place between God and the gathered community 

challenged the dominant narrative of theological thought in that scripture was read 

through and Afrocentric interpretive lens that brought the concerns of the black 

community to the forefront. This analysis of Jones’s work engages primary historical 

resources; second historical sources; and contemporary sociological, and liturgical 

analysis. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 A well-known (though arguably mistranslated) adaptation of the word “liturgy” 

suggests that it is “the work of the people.” While many scholars in religious studies and 

liturgics would debate this translation, this translation may be an attempt to articulate the 

process a community engages while interacting with liturgy, sacred and mythic texts such 

as a the Bible, and religious spaces like a church in such a way as to reflect their own 

context, needs, culture, and ethos. Such liturgical engagement is not a new phenomenon, 

but reflects the ways in which cultures across time and space have taken liturgy, mythic 

and sacred texts, and sacred space, and found room to express the depth of their cultures 

within. In Liturgies of the Future: The Process and Methods of Inculturation, Anscar J. 

Chupungco, reflecting on the liturgical inculturation that followed the Second Vatican 

Council of the Roman Catholic Church, describes the process of liturgical acculturation, 

the first step in the inculturative process, as the “the interaction between the… liturgy and 

the local culture.”
1
 He describes a more deliberate, systematic, and overt framework that 

leads from acculturation to inculturation, beginning with “studying the cultural elements 

that can be assimilated” then “establishing the method for assimilating them into accord 

with the intrinsic laws that govern both Christian worship and culture.”
2
 Chupungco 

suggests that liturgy becomes inculturated when “the texts and rites used in worship by 

the local church are so inserted in the framework of culture, that they absorb its thought, 

                                                 
1
 Anscar J. Chupungco, Liturgies of the Future: The Process and Methods of Inculturation 

(Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 1982), 27. 

2
 Ibid., 27-28. 
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language, and ritual patterns.”
3
 Stated slightly differently, liturgy becomes inculturated 

when it reflects the central values, experiences, and perspectives of a given community 

by crafting a unique language-world within which the community can interpret their lived 

experiences. Thus, inculturated liturgies allow the gathered community to experience 

liturgy as “cultural events.”
4
 In this way, liturgy becomes the experience through which 

God is both met and interpreted in the language, color, and cosmology of a given 

community. In this framework, liturgy becomes the meeting place where God and the 

community meet and encounter one another in their full presence and power. 

 The African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas is no different. A visit to St. 

Thomas would give the worshiper a different expression of liturgy than would commonly 

be associated with the Episcopal Church. Gospel music from the United States of 

America, vestments constructed of kente cloth from West Africa, the presence a 

processional cross from the Ethiopian Orthodox Church in East Africa, and even the 

inclusion of an Egyptian ankh on the crest of the Church all reflect not only a bold, pan-

African identity, but also the creation of sacred liturgical space for the expression of such 

an identity. St. Thomas is a community where liturgy is openly expressed as a “cultural 

event” for the historically and primarily African American congregation. This is reified 

by the current rector, Martini Shaw, who suggests that the current “Afro-centric 

expressions of worship” reflect its cultural context. Shaw contends that the recent 

aesthetic of Afrocentricity is relatively new (given the over 200-year history of the 

church), charging that for many years the church was known simply as “Historic St. 

                                                 
3
 Ibid., 29 

4
 Ibid. 
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Thomas Episcopal Church,” with “African” being reattached only ten years prior to his 

arrival (early to mid-1990s). The addition was brought about by the former rector’s (Jesse 

Anderson, Jr.) strong desire for worship to reflect the roots of “our people.”  Herein we 

have an example of liturgy as a “cultural event” – the construction of sacred space 

through which God was both met and interpreted in the language, color, and cosmology 

of the given community. Shaw has been able to contribute greatly to the furthering of this 

endeavor, particularly in the area of music, and further contends that their liturgical 

interpretation helps a “free and liberated people” understand “who we are, whose we 

are… and where we are.” For Shaw and the congregation of St. Thomas’s Church, liturgy 

has become a space through which freedom is expressed, embraced, and taught though 

the inclusion of a bold Afrocentric ethos that, reflective of the African diaspora, embraces 

Africanisms from across the length and breadth of the African continent. 

 As we engage the subject of Afrocentricity in a general and the liturgical 

engagement thereof in particular, it may be helpful to define and frame what is meant by 

the term “Afrocentric” and all of its cognates. Molefi Asante suggests that Afrocentrism 

transcends an aesthetic; rather, it is “a mode of thought and action in which the centrality 

of African interests, values, and perspectives predominate.”
5
 In other words, Asante is 

suggesting that Afrocentricity reflects a communal discourse where images, perspectives, 

and experiences of African-ness and blackness are held up, not as adjunct or exotic, but 

as central and normative. In relation to our study, Afrocentrism in a religious and 

liturgical framework reflects the creation of sacred religious space and the formulation of 

a theological and hermeneutic lens through and in which African experiences are held has 

                                                 
5
 Molefi Kete Asante, Afrocentricity: The Theory of Social Change, rev. and exp. (Chicago: 

African American Images, 2003), 2. 
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central. Within the parameters of this study “African” describes anything that is of, 

descended from, or having to do with the continent of Africa whereas “black” reflects the 

wider expression of how African identity has impacted, and was impacted by, other 

cultures, namely, in the context of this study, Euro-American culture (hence African 

American and black will be used interchangeably). Thus, our examination of Absalom 

Jones and the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas will examine the spectrum of 

African and black cultural expression in order to trace that journey from African to black, 

or African American, identity. 

 While the word “African” may have only recently been reattached to St. 

Thomas’s Church, the church has from its very beginning been a bastion of Afrocentrism, 

especially given the definition outlined above by Asante. This study of Absalom Jones, 

the first Black priest in the Episcopal Church and the founder and first priest of St. 

Thomas’s Church, seeks to elucidate the ways in which he found space in liturgy to 

highlight and support the “interests, values, and perspectives” of African-descended 

people in Philadelphia (his local context) in order to engage liturgy as a liberating and 

empowering “cultural event,” against the predominant Christian view of Christian 

worship as disempowering and debilitating (especially for enslaved and freed Africans in 

America). For the sake of this study, liturgy will be inclusive of ritual, but will also 

reflect the wider expression of liturgy that includes homiletic discourse and hymnody. 

The goal of this study is to highlight the following aspects of Absalom Jones’s legacy: 

Absalom Jones as an Afrocentric liberation theologian, the African Episcopal Church of 

St. Thomas as a liberating space, and the construction and engagement of liturgy as 

liberating religious discourse. 
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Through this study, Jones stands as another example of how liturgy can be 

engaged as a liberating space by other communities walking towards freedom and 

empowerment when liturgy is engaged as a meeting place where God and the community 

can show up in their full presence and power. 

Methodology and Framework 

 This study of the life, work, and legacy of Absalom Jones, the Free African 

Society, and the early days of St. Thomas’s African Episcopal Church in Philadelphia is 

primarily focused on the historical context within which Jones engaged liturgical 

resources as the praxis of a liberating theology for the free African American community 

in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in the late 1700s and early 1800s. In order to examine 

Jones’s radical creation of liturgical space as liberating theology, his interacting with the 

Bible through an Afrocentric hermeneutic lens, and his creation of St. Thomas’s Church 

as a liberating sacred space, we will examine primary sources such A Narrative of the 

Proceedings of the Black People, a pamphlet published jointly by Absalom Jones and 

Richard Allen to elucidate the rationale behind the development of the Free African 

Society within the framework of the broader cultural milieu; a sermon by Samuel Magaw 

on the opening of St. Thomas’s African Episcopal Church and the subsequent response 

entitled “The Causes and Motives for the Establishment of St. Thomas’s African Church 

of Philadelphia” published by the elders of the church including Absalom Jones; “A 

Thanksgiving Sermon” rendered by Absalom Jones on January 1, 1808 to commemorate 

the abolition of the slave trade; and “A New Years’ Anthem,” which was composed by 

Michael Fortune, a parishioner of St. Thomas’s Church, and included in the January 1, 
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1808 liturgy and, as such is an example of the liberative and cultural engagement of 

liturgical space. 

 Secondary sources are also required in order to paint a fuller picture of the 

historicity and religious practices that we will explore. In order to provide a clearer 

historical context within which to examine Jones’ work, we will also examine the works 

of scholars in the field of African American history.
6
 This study also requires 

interlocution with African and Pan-African cultural paradigms and, as such, we will 

examine the works of African American religious scholars such as Melva Wilson 

Costen’s African American Christian Worship and In Spirit and In Truth: The Music of 

African American Worship, both of which engage the connection between African 

religious traditions and black Christian expression, albeit from a African American 

perspective; Riggins Earl’s Dark Symbols, Obscure Signs: God, Self, and Community in 

the Slave Mind which will provide a framework for understanding the development of a 

distinctively black biblical hermeneutic; John Mbiti’s African Religions and Philosophy 

which will engage the depth of African religious traditions from an African perspective; 

and others. 

 The goal of this study is to examine Jones’ radical engagement of liturgy as a 

space of liberation as an example of the subversive and powerful potential of Christian 

liturgical practice when engaged from and towards a perspective of justice.  Through the 

careful analysis between these varied sources, I hope to highlight the nexus point between 

                                                 
6
 Examples of scholars and works to be included in this study are: Gary B. Nash’s Forging 

Freedom: The Formation of Philadelphia’s Black Community 1720 – 1840; Albert J. Raboteau’s Slave 

Religion: The “Invisible Institution” in the Antebellum South and Canaan Land: A Religious History of 

African Americans; Arthur C. Willis’s Cecil’s City: A History of Blacks in Philadelphia 1638-1979;  

Nicholas Beasley’s Christian Ritual and the Creation of British Slave Societies, 1605 – 1740; and Harold 

T. Lewis’s Yet With a Steady Beat: The African American Struggle for Recognition in the Episcopal 

Church among others. 
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African, African-American, and Euro-American worship practices in order to showcase 

the subversive spaces in which African Americans were able to highlight their “interests, 

values, and perspectives” in order to foster and cultivate an milieu where they could 

encounter God in this fullness of their presence and power. 

This historical and liturgical journey begins in chapter one by visiting the origins 

of black religious experience – Africa – where we will endeavor to highlight the 

overarching principles of African religious traditions and trace their perilous journey 

across the crucible of the Middle Passage to the Americas in order to establish and 

investigate the sources of Jones’s religious and cultural milieu. Chapter two focuses on 

the story of Absalom Jones within the larger context of this development of black 

Christianity, his formation both in the Invisible Institution and in formal religious and 

educational institutions, and his spiritual journey which culminated in the founding of St. 

Thomas’s Church. Chapter three focuses on the development of the Free African Society 

and subsequently St. Thomas’s Church as a safe place for subversive Afrocentric 

liturgical expression and the preservation of said space through the “Causes and Motives 

for the Establishment of St. Thomas’s,” a resolution crafted in response to a paternalistic 

and debilitating sermon given by Samuel Magaw on the occasion of the first liturgy of 

the newly constituted St. Thomas’s Church. Finally, chapter four concludes our journey 

with an analysis “A Thanksgiving Sermon” by Jones and the words of the “New Year’s 

Anthem” written by Michael Fortune in the context of the American abolition of the 

Transatlantic slave trade as examples of Jones’s creation of sacred space for Afrocentric 

liturgical practice. Throughout this study, I hope to illustrate the depth of African 

spirituality, convey the gravity of the need for such spaces to be created for the 
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expression of that spirituality (in “accord with the intrinsic laws that govern both 

Christian worship and culture”) as well as the potential for Christian liturgy to hold such 

a space, and the power that such an expression can have for a people struggling with who 

they are, whose they are, and where they are. Absalom Jones’s engagement with liturgy 

and the creation of physical and sacred space for Afrocentric expression helped people to 

answer these questions as free and beloved Children of God in God. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AFRICAN RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS, THE INVISIBLE INSTITUTION, 

AND THE INDEPENDENT BLACK CHURCH AS A DISCOURSE OF 

RESISTANCE IN AMERICAN RACIAL POLITICS 

Before we get into our discussion of Absalom Jones, the Free African Society, St. 

Thomas’s Church, and Jones’s subversive engagement with liturgy as a liberating space 

for black people, we have to go to the nurturing bosom of black religious experience – 

Africa. A West African proverb captured in the sacred Adinkra symbol, Sankofa, depicts 

a bird flying forward while looking back with an egg in its mouth.
7
 This symbol suggests 

that in order to move forward, we have to “reach back and get it.” In this spirit, this study 

of Absalom Jones’s life and work requires an understanding of the sources from which it 

was developed. In her book What’s Faith Got to do With It?: Black Bodies/Christian 

Souls, Kelly Brown Douglas quickly, and rightly, debunks the myth that black faith 

began on the American side of the Atlantic, suggesting instead that “black people did not 

adopt the white Christianity of their white oppressors. Instead, they developed a black 

faith tradition that exposes the ‘hypocrisy’ of white Christianity and affirms the very 

sacred value of the black body.”
8
 Our study of African religious traditions seeks to 

explore the African roots of that “black faith.” This study will also interrogate the journey 

and process by which African religious traditions evolved to became the Black Church, a 

term that reflects the totality of the institutional black Christian experience, and of which 

                                                 
7
 From the Akan people of modern-day Nigeria. Adrinkra symbols are visual depictions of phrases, 

proverbs, or aphorisms that are often spiritual or cultural in nature and reflect a method of transmitting 

communal wisdom and knowledge in a preliterate society. These symbols often adorn jewelry and textiles. 

8
 Kelly Brown Douglas, What’s Faith God to do With It?:Black Bodies/Christian Souls 

(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books,  2005), 217. 
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the Free African Society and St. Thomas are a part. It is imperative that we trace this 

journey because we will later see how Absalom Jones became a subversive “syncretistic 

practitioner” of liberating theological praxis in a white Christian culture, under the guise 

of normalized liturgy.
 9

 

Any serious inquiry into the Black Church experience, whether in independent 

black denominations or, as is the case of St. Thomas’s African Episcopal Church, black 

congregations within larger, predominantly white American denominations, must pay 

tribute to the immense influence of African religious traditions and cosmologies that 

continue to impact the shape and focus of worship in the black Christian experience 

across denominational boundaries. In his seminal work The Souls of Black Folk, African 

American sociologist and historian W.E.B. Du Bois, describing the character of black 

culture and reflecting back upon the history and development of the black community, 

suggested that the “Negro church… [was] the social centre of Negro life in the U.S., and 

the most characteristic expression of African character.”
10

 It is interesting to note that Du 

Bois uses the word “character” as if to suggest that the Negro, or black, church not only 

functioned as an ark of safety for African religion but also other aspects of African 

culture, such as art, music, literature, and history, that comprised “African character” in a 

broader sense. This study examines this so-called “African character” by examining the 

writings of leading scholars in the field of Pan-Africanism, African American Christian 

Worship, and African American history such as Melva Costen, Albert J. Raboteau, and 

                                                 
9
 Dwight N. Hopkins, Shoes that Fit our Feet: Sources for a Constructive Black Theology 

(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1993), 76. 

10
 W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, Dover ed. (New York: Dover Publications, 1994), 

117. 
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John S. Mbiti as they explore the ways in which African “character” was expressed in 

Africa, and also the ways in which it came to be expressed throughout the Diaspora, most 

specifically in America. 

Africa is a large continent, measuring almost 12 million square miles. In fact, 

Africa ranks second only to Asia as the largest continent in the world, and, as such, it is 

very difficult to make sweeping statements about African culture; however, our study of 

Africa focuses on those parts of the continent that were most acutely impacted by the 

Transatlantic Slave Trade, namely sub-Saharan West Africa. Melva Wilson Costen 

suggests that “in spite of the diversity of African traditions represented by so many 

societies and language differences, there are fundamental concepts about God that 

transcend societal and tribal differences.”
11

 When it comes to examining the presence of 

African “character” in America, it is important to understand these “fundamental 

concepts” in light of the culture-murdering character of the Transatlantic slave system. In 

order to prevent slaves either escaping or revolting, it was common practice to mix slaves 

from different tribes and countries so that, in principle at least, they would be less likely 

to be able to communicate with one another. The lack of tribal, family, and communal 

bonds and support also had another impact; it undermined the enslaved person’s own 

sense of identity. This intentional practice of mixing enslaved Africans from different 

tribes and countries meant that they had to rely on what they did have in common in 

order to forge a new sense of independent and interdependent identity. Albert J. Raboteau 

suggests that this intermingling of slaves from a variety of tribes and people groups 

contributed to a new self-understanding of enslaved persons as “African,” suggesting that 

                                                 
11

 Melva Wilson Costen, African American Christian Worship, 2
nd

 ed. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 

2007), 4. 
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“it was only after they were brought to the Americas that Africans began to think of 

themselves as just Africans, instead of Ibo, Akan, or Bakongo. Slavery itself… tended, on 

one hand, to emphasize the separateness of the slaves’ origins, and on the other to 

emphasize the areas of similarity that made communication and cooperation among them 

possible.”
12

 Raboteau seems to suggest that enslaved Africans in America had to recreate 

their own identity or order to reflect new experiences and changes in communal 

composition and structure as s survival mechanism. More about the importance of 

identify will be elucidated in the following pages. 

For the sake of our study on African religious traditions and cosmologies, I want 

to focus our attention on four aspects of African religious traditions that we will later see 

in Jones’s engagement of liturgy: theology or the understanding of God and gods, the 

interrelation and framework of the communal and individual identity, the role of the griot 

as communal story-teller, and the world as “sacred cosmos.” In each of these foci I will 

endeavor to expound upon Costen’s “fundamental concepts” that bridge the complex and 

diverse cultures of Africa and serve as a point of departure for our study of Absalom 

Jones. 

Monotheistic Polytheism: African Religious Traditions and God 

One myth that many scholars of African culture and religion work to refute is the 

idea that African religious traditions were polytheistic, opting in favor of a more nuanced 

interpretation of African theology. Kofi Asare Opoku, Ghanaian religious scholar, says 

this while describing the indigenous religious worldview: 
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To West Africans, God is essentially a spirit, a being without concrete form or 

body. He is therefore never represented in the form of images or worshipped 

through them. God is also thought of as different from the other spirits and 

divinities. His powers transcend theirs and He has the unique attribute of 

immanence. God is present everywhere and is involved in the affairs of men. He 

rules and sustains the universe, which He created, with love, compassion, and 

justice.
13

 

 

Raboteau reifies this interpretation of West African theology when he suggests that many 

African societies believed in “a High God, or Supreme Creator of the world and 

everything in it” but he also makes mention of numerous “lessor gods and ancestor-spirits 

who were actively and constantly concerned with daily life of the individual and the 

affairs of society as a whole.”
14

 Costen underscores this when she suggests that African 

religious traditions possessed a belief in this “high god” who was the “absolute and 

supreme primordial reality that systematically orders the universe.”
15

 This idea of a “high 

god” juxtaposed against lesser gods and ancestor-spirits would provide the framework by 

which enslaved Africans were able to make sense of the Christian doctrine of the Trinity 

and the saints as part of the Christian religion. This divine hierarchy in black religious 

experience is seen most clearly in the Candomblé, Voudun, and Santeria religious 

systems of the Caribbean and South America where the names of African divinities are 

often interchangeable with Christian saints. What is important to note here is the nuanced 

manner in which African religious traditions framed God as existing within a divine 

hierarchy not too different from that which was characteristic of Christianity. 
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Also important in discussing divinity in an African religious context is 

understanding the significance of what Raboteau calls the “ancestor-spirits.” Throughout 

West Africa the ancestors are honored and revered as “custodians of custom and law,” 

regardless of whether they are recently deceased or have been deceased for a long time.
16

 

The ancestors also served a more practical purpose – as mediators between humanity and 

God.
17

 More about the importance of the “ancestor-spirits” will be discussed as we 

explore the way African religious traditions and cosmologies framed community and 

communal identity. 

What Raboteau, Costen, and many others, point out is the importance of nuance in 

discussing divinity in an African religious context. Historically, applying the label of 

“polytheistic” to African religious traditions was often an intentional piece of propaganda 

used to underscore the uncivilized nature of African societies which justified the need to 

“Christianize” them. As such, this propaganda provided sacred canopy for the 

Transatlantic Slave Trade. Prior to and during the Transatlantic Slave Trade, many 

Europeans went so far as to refer to African divinities as “demons or devils and accused 

Africans of devil worship.”
18

 The regarded all aspects of African culture, religion, and art 

as demonic. “The veneration of ancestors, drumming, ceremonial dancing, spiritual 

possession, and shouting” were viewed as pagan and needed to be destroyed order to 

facilitate the subjugation of enslaved Africans.
19

 Polemicizing African religious 
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traditions, as a component of African culture, was part of a larger systematic attempt to 

undermine and erode the identity of enslaved Africans and free blacks. When Absalom 

Jones engaged liturgical praxis to empower the free black community of Philadelphia, he 

made an effort to counteract this anti-African polemic employed by many of his 

contemporaries even going so far as to grant divine status to Africa itself. Ironically, 

African Religious practitioners would themselves suggest that the presence of a High 

God, a pantheon of lesser gods and ancestors spirits is very similar to the Christian 

theology of the Trinity (God the Creator, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit) and the saints.  

The High God of African religious traditions formed the center, or the pinnacle, 

of the pantheon, but Raboteau suggests that there are “other… lesser gods, who are 

sometimes seen as mediators between man and God.”
20

 The lessor gods could include 

both orishas
21

 and ancestors-spirits who were “watchful guardians of the customs of the 

people.”
22

 The main point is that these lesser gods served as mediators between humanity 

and the high, or sky, god. The African understanding of divinity would make it easy for 

Africans to apply this same system of faith to Christianity, as we will see later. 

“I Am Because We Are”: African Self and Communal Ontology 

 In addition to fundamental concepts of African understandings of God and gods, 

it is also important to understand how this understanding was reflected ontologically, 

both on an individual and communal level. Desmond Tutu popularized the Bantu concept 
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Ubuntu which, loosely translated means “personhood.”
23

 Writing on Ubuntu, Michael 

Battle suggests that “Tutu’s… specific connotation of the term derives from the 

expression Ubuntu ungammu ngabanye abantu” which means that “each individual’s 

humanity is ideally expressed in relationship with others, and, in turn, individuality is 

truly expressed.”
24

 What is important to note here is that Bantu is the term used for “a 

linguistic group of Sub-Saharan languages.”
25

 The linguistic group covers nearly all of 

Sub-Saharan Africa and reflects one of these “foundational concepts” that Costen 

suggests links African cultures beyond tribe and nationality. It is also worth noting that 

the word “Bantu,” which describes the linguistic group itself, is closely related to the 

word “Ubuntu,” which frames the interrelatedness between personal/individual and 

social/communal ontology. 

Ubuntu itself is another “foundational concept” that links the diverse expression 

of cultures throughout sub-Saharan Africa, suggesting that the identity and wellbeing of 

the individual were interconnected with the identity and wellbeing of the community, and 

vice versa. John S. Mbiti writes that this Ubuntu concept created a “kinship system” that 

was “like a vast network stretching laterally (horizontally) in every direction, to embrace 

everybody in any given local group. This means that each individual is a brother or sister, 

father or mother, grandmother or grandfather… to everybody else. That means that 

everybody is related to everybody else.”
26

 In the mind of the enslaved person in America, 
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the whole community was related to one another and the wellbeing of the community and 

the individual were inextricably connected. Mbiti also suggests that this connection 

included “the departed… and those yet to be born.”
27

 Dwight N. Hopkins elaborates on 

this idea of community when he states that, “African traditional religions shared a belief 

in a dynamic and interdependent relation between the individual and the community. The 

latter defined the former. Individualism proved anathema. To be human meant to stand in 

connection with larger community of the invisible ancestors and God and, of course, the 

visible community and family.”
28

 This “individual-collective” and “personal-systematic” 

ontological paradigm is essential to understanding West African religions and cultures.
29

 

We will see later that Absalom Jones employed this “individual-collective” and 

“personal-systematic” paradigm to create a system of unity and interdependence in the 

newly formed Free African Society and later in St. Thomas’s Church. At the moment it is 

important to highlight how this is understood in African ontology and would have been 

understood by enslaved Africans who were brought to the Americas and converted to 

Christianity. 

Sacred Storytellers: Black Preacher as Priest, Prophet, and Griot 

 No study of Pan-African culture would be complete without explicating the role 

of the griot, or communal story teller. In her book Joy Unspeakable: Contemplative 

Practices of the Black Church, Barbara A. Holmes coins a word to convey the sacred 

nature of the communal stories of West African cultures which might be helpful to 
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engage throughout the remainder of this study – griosh.
30

 The word, a combination of 

griot and midrash, reflects cultural convergences between black and Jewish people and 

the need to “refer to hermeneutical skills that are particular to black biblical 

interpretation.”
31

 She further explains that “During slavery the art of griosh, or 

interpretative biblical dialogue, was shared by all and became the communal connection 

that had been lost in bondage.”
32

 We will see later how spirituals specifically engaged in 

this process of biblical dialogue in a uniquely black/African way. 

 The griot in West African cultures served as the incarnate bearers of the stories, 

traditions, and customs of community. In that way, they served to incarnate the ancestor-

spirits who operated in such a role. On the American side of the Middle Passage, the role 

of the griot came to be found in the black preacher.
33

 Costen suggests that the cultural 

nuances of the American contexts necessitated a metamorphosis of this role beyond just 

storyteller, stating that “In a new Christian environment, African-American ‘prophets’ 

combined the African and Judeo-Christian roles as charismatic leaders called of God to 

hear and then make forth right pronouncements as divine proclaimers.”
34

 In the new 

American ethos, the griot became not only someone who could recount the traditions, 

norms, and culture of the community but also someone who could engage in a lexical 

struggle against oppression and slavery. The nature of the American context meant that it 
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was no longer enough for the griot to simply be a bearer of the communal story. That 

communal narrative had to critique the dominant culture that was actively oppressing the 

enslaved community as well as provide empowerment and a sense of identity and culture 

that was strong enough to counteract the nihilistic forces of the American slave system. 

The slave preacher embodied that voice.  

He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands: The 

Unification of Sacred and Secular in African Cosmology 

 Finally, our interrogation of African religious traditions and cosmologies reaches 

the worldview itself. In relation to both the African view of God and community “the 

African universe is understood as a unified spiritual totality in which all things and all 

beings are holistically related and, therefore, organically interdependent.”
35

 Costen 

underscores again that there is no “one universal understanding of cosmology or the 

sacred cosmos;” however, she does suggest that this is another example of the 

“foundational concepts” that appear to link African religious traditions beyond tribe and 

linguistic groups. The interconnection of the sacred cosmos precludes the possibility of 

there being a sharp demarcation between sacred and secular, just as there is no sharp 

demarcation between individuals within a given community. Costen contends that 

African religious traditions pervaded all aspects of life, thereby eliminating formal 

distinctions between the sacred and the secular.
36

 She further posits that “a holistic 

approach is required for examining worship from within the African American 

experience. African peoples perceive reality as one related whole rather than as separate 
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compartments. There is no separation of sacred and secular. The ‘rhythm of life’ is bound 

up in the cosmos – a harmonious world, created and ordered by Almighty God.”
37

 

Hopkins suggests that this sacred cosmology was a result of an understanding that 

“because God created all things, there was no separation between the sacred and the 

secular...”
38

 This sacred cosmology would be employed later when enslaved Africans in 

America refused to accept the notion that baptism could liberate their souls while their 

bodies remained in bondage. “African traditional religions did not see the possibility of 

saving the spirit or the soul while the freedom of the body went unattended.”
39

 

For enslaved Africans in America everything was sacred and therefore religion 

and spirituality influenced all areas of their lives. We will see later that for Absalom 

Jones and the Free African Society (later St. Thomas’s Church), religion and spirituality 

was more than a “Sunday only” system; rather, religion and spirituality permeated every 

aspect of community life, in tandem with the concept of the “sacred cosmos” bequeathed 

to them by their ancestors. 

Through the Gates of Hell: The Survival of African Religious 

Traditions through the Horrors of the Middle-Passage  

Having explored four aspects of African religious traditions (theology or the 

conceptualizations of God and gods, the significance and framework of the communal 

and individual identity, the role of the griot as communal story-teller, and the world as 

“sacred cosmos.”), we turn our attention now to how these components of “African 
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character” migrated across the Atlantic Ocean to inform and shape the religion of 

enslaved Africans in America. Olaudah Equiano’s autobiography supplies a firsthand 

account of his experience of the slave trade. An African born in Essaka (present day 

Nigeria), Equiano was captured by slavers and sold into slavery when he was only eleven 

years old. He was later able to buy his own freedom in 1766. He is best known for his 

autobiography entitled The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or 

Gustav Vasa, the African, Written by Himself, which was published in 1789. This text, 

which greatly influenced the abolitionist movement, depicts the horrible conditions of the 

Middle Passage, and provides a point of departure for this discussion on the forced 

migration of African people and their culture across the Atlantic Ocean.
40

  

After recounting the rich culture and society of the Kingdom of Benin, Equiano 

transitioned to describing his experience as a person who was captured and sold into 

slavery. He says, 

The first object which saluted my eyes when I arrived on the coast was the sea, 

and a slave ship, which was then riding at anchor, and awaiting for its cargo. 

These filled me with astonishment, which was soon converted into terror, when I 

was carried on board I was immediately handled, and tossed up, to see if I were 

sound, by some crew; and I was now persuaded that I had got into a world of bad 

spirits, and that they were going to kill me… Indeed such were the horrors of my 

views and fears at the moment, that, if ten thousand worlds had been my own, I 

would have freely parted with them all to have exchanged my condition with that 

of the meanest slave in my own country.
41

 

 

In his autobiography, Equiano painted a vivid picture of the horrors that newly captured 

Africans faced even before they were abducted from their home continent of Africa. His 
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autobiography, published over three decades after his capture and enslavement, envisage 

an attempt to make sense of a new, fearful world. He employed equally vivid language 

when describing the conditions on board the slave ships and treatment of the Africans. He 

says, 

The stench of the hold… was so intolerably loathsome, that it was dangerous to 

remain there for any time, and some of us had been permitted to stay on the deck 

for the fresh air; but now that the whole ship’s cargo were confined together, it 

became absolutely pestilential. The closeness of the place, and the heat of the 

climate, added to the number in the ship, which was so crowded that each had 

scarcely room to turn himself, almost suffocated us… This wretched situation was 

again aggravated by the galling of the chains… The shrieks of women, and the 

groans of the dying, rendered whole a sense of horror almost inconceivable.
42

 

 

Equiano went on to describe a situation where several Africans, who were brought onto 

the deck of the ship to be beaten for refusing to eat, jumped overboard “preferring death 

to such a life of misery.” Two of the three drowned, and the one who was prevented from 

drowning was beaten “unmercifully.” Equiano concluded this part of his narrative by 

suggesting “In this manner we continued to undergo more hardships than I can now 

related, hardships which are inseparable from this accursed trade.”
43

 What is clear from 

Equiano’s recounting of his experience is that the overwhelming experience of being 

enslaved completely annihilated the world of the enslaved African in a way that is 

difficult to fathom. 

The horrors this brutal forced migration of millions of human beings was 

compounded by what Whelchel describes as a systematic “cultural holocaust” in which 

every aspect of the culture of the newly enslaved Africans was attacked.
44

 They were 
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forbidden to overtly practice their indigenous religions or “integrate the memory of their 

ancestors” into their experience. Moreover, they were forbidden to speak their languages 

or be called by their original, African names. All of this was an attempt to “deprive slaves 

of their creativity and resilience and to destroy their sense of self.”
45

 

It is no small miracle that any aspect of African culture survived this nearly 

complete eradication.  In fact, some African American scholars posit that, because of the 

all-encompassing nature of the American slave system and with Africans representing a 

smaller proportion of the population, African retentions in the United States are non-

existent, that the Middle Passage and subsequent brutal system of American chattel 

slavery completely eradicated any aspect of African culture that the enslaved Africans 

may have brought with them.
46

 E. Franklin Frazier is one of these scholars. He and others 

like him assert that African retentions are only visible in other areas of the Americans 

(such as Brazil, Cuba, and throughout the Caribbean) because of the higher number of 

Africans brought to those areas. 

 Conversely, scholars such as Melville Herskovits, assert that African culture 

survived and merged with American/Christian culture.
47

 He suggests that African 

religious traditions possessed an openness that allowed them to incorporate new gods 

without threatening the old ones. Explaining this view, Raboteau posits that it was 

“precisely because of their adaptability [that] African religions could embrace new gods 

and new rituals without losing their fundamental character. It was their ability to change 
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that allowed them to maintain continuity with Africa in the slave societies of America.”
48

 

This adaptability is what created the Black Church as an independent institution of 

cultural survival and self-preservation amidst a pervasively destructive force. Raboteau 

does provide for the reality that “Africanisms” survived in varying degrees based upon 

the aforementioned factors, positing that “the scale of African retentions stretches from 

Dutch Guiana with the strongest and most integral examples of African culture, at one 

end, to the United States with the weakest and most fragmentary evidence of African 

influence at the other.”
49

To find Africanisms in America, one must look hard and know 

what to look for. 

Steal Away: African Religious Traditions meet 

Christian Practice in the Invisible Institution 

 The question must therefore be asked – why were African culture and Christianity 

able to coexist and coalesce? The short answer is – necessity. Enslaved Africans in 

America had no other alternative than to engage in systematic theologizing in such a way 

that they created a system of faith and belief that merged their old selves with their new 

identities. Remember, the identity of the individual was dependent upon the identity of 

the community and vice versa. Slavery created new communities among women and men 

who spoke different languages and represented a wide array of cultures. In order to 

survive what Whelchel describes as a “cultural holocaust,” enslaved Africans in America 

created a unique faith system that combined aspects of primal African culture with those 

of American and European Christian culture. 
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 One of the ways that enslaved Africans in America were able to preserve their 

culture was in the so-called “Invisible Institution.” Costen describes the “Invisible 

Institution” as “the secret worship life of the slave.”
50

 Hopkins offers a more detailed and 

prophetic framework for understanding the “Invisible Institution.” He says, “the Invisible 

Institution symbolized both a cultural statement of slave theology as well as a liberated 

space in which slaves controlled the political power to develop their theology.”
51

 It is this 

idea of space that I want to focus on. Slaves would often sneak away from the eyes of the 

overseers and slave masters in order to develop a worship life of their very own. They 

met in “secluded ‘brush arbors’ (also known as ‘bush’ or ‘hush arbors’), slave cabins, 

woods, deep gullies or ravines, swamps, or simply in ‘the bottoms,’” and through this 

clandestine and subversive worship “transformed the Americanized version of 

Christianity into a form with which they could identify.”
52

 Costen suggests that enslaved 

Africans were not merely recipients of the master’s religion; rather, they were engaged in 

communal systematic theology that provided a buffer from the destructive forces of 

slavery. In a scathing critique of American Christianity, Howard Thurman suggests that 

“By some amazing but vastly creative spiritual insight the slave undertook the 

redemption of a religion that the master had profaned in his midst.”
53

 Prior to the 

development of the institutional Black Church, the Invisible Institution was the sole place 

where enslaved Africans could show up in their full presence and power to encounter a 
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God who was present in like manner. While acknowledging the “whiteness” of American 

and Euro-centric Christianity, it is important to also underscore the reality that “in 

addition to being heirs of Clement, Origen, Tertullian, Cyprian, Athanasius, Augustine, 

and Africans who participated in the early shaping of Christianity, African Americans 

have inherited a legacy in African Traditional belief systems.”
54

 The conversation about 

the Christianizing of enslaved African peoples must also take into account the influence 

of African thinkers and theologians in the nascent days of the Christ movement and 

systematic development of the Church. 

 This systematic theologizing was an act of resistance against the slave system of 

America. Contrary to popular belief or to the stated intent of the slave system, enslaved 

Africans in America did not simply lay aside their culture or religion in favor 

Christianity. Costen suggests that “African primal worldviews, which lie buried within 

persons and communities of faith, coexist and remain operable in Christian theology.”
55

 

Understanding this theologizing and worship as resistance requires an understanding of 

the subversive nature with which enslaved Africans undertook this work. Over time, 

enslaved Africans in America were able to find meaning through interaction with biblical 

concepts, liturgy and worship, and their own lived experiences and, as a result, “they 

were able to build upon their African Spirituality… in order to survive the horrors of the 

American scene.”
56
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 This subversive syncretization of culture, faith, and context (or griosh as framed 

by Holmes) in the Invisible Institution can be seen most clearly in Negro Spirituals. 

Costen points out that while the exact date and origin of spirituals as a musical genre is 

difficult to ascertain, but does surmise that they “emerged prior to the reluctant, half-

hearted, and sporadic Christian evangelization of slaves in the Americas.”
57

 As such, 

spirituals represent the first authentic expression of Africans engaging in the difficult and 

necessary work of griosh. Spirituals were created from the disparate pieces of Christian 

doctrine that the slaves could glean from their environment in conversation with their 

own African spirituality. Let us briefly examine the words of two popular spirituals, 

“Mary Don’t You Weep” and “Ride On, King Jesus,” in order to explore the ways in 

which the enslaved Africans in American engaged in subversive systematic theology.  

The words to “O Mary Don’t You Weep” are: “O Mary, don’t you weep, don’t 

you mourn. / O Mary, don’t you weep, don’t you mourn. / Pharaoh’s army got drowned. / 

O Mary, don’t you weep.” What is clear from even a tacit examination of this spiritual is 

that there is a clear hermeneutical bridge that has been constructed between two biblical 

stories (the Death of Lazarus and the Exodus of the Children of Israel), and even the two 

testaments of Christian scripture. In a chapter entitled “The Spirituals: Community in 

Song” from his book Dark Symbols, Obscure Signs: God, Self, and Community in the 

Slave Mind, Riggins Earl goes to great lengths to unpack his thesis that spirituals are 

“lyricized conversion language” that reified the sense of identity, both individual and 

communal, denied and undermined by the slave system.
58

 He further suggests that slaves 
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“were not students of the Bible;”
59

 rather, they were employing a free hermeneutical 

license to engage in a “dialogue among one another in the face of their slave masters’ 

oppressive monological structure of communication.”
60

 Hopkins describes this creative 

slave hermeneutic by suggesting that:  

…contrary to a whimsical interpretation of the Bible, black folk’s retro-projection 

of Jesus to Moses’ days reflects an authentic and faithful reading of scripture. The 

slaves correctly follow instructions from the prologue of John’s New Testament 

gospel, which teaches us that in the beginning was the Word and the Word was 

with God. If the Word, who is Jesus, existed in the beginning of time, then surely 

Jesus had the ability and the power to exhort Moses during the latter’s time.
61

 

 

This freedom of discourse was also a result of the oral culture that was prevalent 

throughout African cultures. “Getting the story right” was not as much of a priority as 

creating and engaging a liberating theology for enslaved Africans in America. In this 

spiritual, Mary could be the gathered community, enjoined not to mourn because 

Pharaoh’s army, that is the system of American slavery and oppression, “got drowned.” 

This spiritual speaks to the impending judgment of God and subsequent vindication and 

emancipation of an enslaved people. 

 Let us turn our attention to our other spiritual, “Ride On, King Jesus.” The words 

to this spiritual are: “Ride On, King Jesus! / No man can hinder him / Ride on, King 

Jesus! / No man can hinder him / King Jesus rode a milk white horse / No man can hinder 

him / The river of Jordan he did cross / No man can hinder him.” As with the previous 

spiritual, we see that creative license has been taken with several, at least two, biblical 

stories (The Conquest of Canaan in the book of “Joshua” and the Triumphal Entry in 
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Matthew 21:1-11, Mark 11:1-11, Luke 19:28-44, and John 12:12-19) retro-projecting 

Jesus into the story of a conquering Joshua. As mentioned previously, this freedom and 

creative license itself was a subversive act of resistance in crafting their own spiritual 

narratives within a hermeneutic of liberation. On talking about subversive theologizing, 

Kelly Brown Douglas posits that “these songs [spirituals] reveal a people’s faith in a God 

who is neither abstract nor remote, but one who is intimate and personal. The enslaved 

testified in song and word to a God who through Jesus comes down to earth and is made 

real as friend, confidant, healer, and liberator.”
62

 In this spiritual, Jesus is seen as a 

conquering King who, like Joshua, would lead God’s people into the Promised Land 

(away from slavery). The donkey-riding, gentle Messiah found in the New Testament 

stories of the Triumphal Entry is replaced in this spiritual by a conquering king riding a 

“milk white horse.” Despite this image of a conquering king, Benjamin E. Mays suggests 

that Negro Spirituals were not about “…war nor conquest. They were songs of soil and 

soul.”
63

 In this manner, spirituals are examines of the grioshic interpretation of the 

Christian witness in which slaves were able to freely incorporate their lived experience in 

dialogue with the tenets of their indigenous spiritual traditions and the Christian witness 

in order to craft a sustainable faith that enabled them to make meaning out of their lives. 

Douglas suggests that this type of communal theology envisaged a wholesale “rejection 

of the slaveholders’ understanding of God as one who supported and sanctioned cruel, 

inhumane enslavement.”
64
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African American spirituals are examples of the subversive nature of the 

systematic theology deployed by enslaved Africans and further serve as examples of the 

power of the “Invisible Institution” as an incubator of a liberating theology that was 

meticulously crafted from pieces of African spirituality, biblical sources and other 

Christian influences, as well as the lived experiences of slaves. They were often 

apocalyptic in nature, capitalizing on the creation of a new world in which social order 

would be overturned and aligned with how they interpreted the Kingdom of God. Mays 

suggests that spirituals “represent the soul-life of the people. They embodied the joy and 

sorrow, the hope and despair, the pathos and aspiration of a newly transplanted people; 

and through them the race was able to endure suffering and survive.”
65

 This careful 

crafting of a communal narrative from these disparate sources reflects Holmes’s assertion 

that the slave community engaged in the “art of griosh” in order to craft a counter 

narrative that reflected their needs and concerns regarding their spirituality. Costen 

suggests that the intentional creation and maintenance of black worship spaces “exist as 

symbols of freedom of choice and as a sign of the need to ensure a continuance of self-

granted human dignity.”
66

 We will see later that Absalom Jones, himself born a slave, 

incorporated this subversive synthesizing into the mission of the Free African Society 

(later St. Thomas’s Church). 
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Out of the Shadows: The Emergence of the Institutional 

Black Church beyond the Invisible Institution 

 Having explored the religious and spiritual ethos of the Invisible Institution that 

arose in the early days of American slavery, we now turn our attention to the emergence 

of independent black churches (both in separate black denominations and within 

American/Euro-centric denominations) as the inheritors and preservers of Africanisms, a 

liberating black theology, and the grioshic tradition of the Invisible Institution. It is 

important to first explore the ways in which black churches emerged in order to 

understand how and why the Free African Society and St. Thomas’s Church came to be. 

 We begin our analysis deep in the woods of the “Invisible Institution.” According 

to Dwight Hopkins, the Invisible Institution “exemplified the raw African American 

life.”
67

 In these clandestine gatherings, the gathered community would “steal away” into 

the woods where they would carve out a space where they could show up in their full 

presence and power. The importance of the creation of such space is multifaceted and 

should not be underestimated. First, the Invisible Institution was a space where “African 

Americans found worship space in which to thrive: maintaining morale and thus avoiding 

demoralization in situations that seemed hopeless; preserving mental sanity and thus 

avoiding the neuroses in the irrational white world.”
68

 As such, the Invisible Institution 

was a space that effectively counteracted the maddening system of slavery by granting 

the gathered community the permission to simply “be who they be.” Second, the Invisible 

Institution was a space that provided stability and a spiritual foundation in 
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contradistinction to the utter lack of control that slaves had in the other areas of their 

lives. This space also granted them the ability to synthesize their African religious 

traditions with reinterpreted Christian beliefs to construct a uniquely black theology.  

Third, it was also in the space of the Invisible Institution that the community of enslaved 

Africans was able to organize and plot their resistance to the slave system while also 

granting them the space to praise God for their eminent liberation from the slavery. 

Hopkins contends that the Invisible Institution represented a “face that slaves forever 

withheld from slavemasters.”
69

 The formation and hallowing of the sacred space of the 

Invisible Institution provided a framework for the development of the Black Church that 

we will examine later. 

The Invisible Institution is where African Americans were free to be themselves, 

to show up in their full presence and power, and as such is the logical point of departure 

to commence our inquiry into the development of the Black Church in the United States 

of America. The meetings “in de bushes” began informally, with slaves “stealing away” 

from the plantation in the evenings to engage in creative, and liberative, theologizing. 

This was in contrast to attending white churches with their masters where slaves were 

restricted to the galleries, balconies, or the rear of the churches.
70

 This restriction would 

play a role in the later development of the Free African Society and St. Thomas’s Church. 

Those slaves who were too far from churches were subjected religious instruction 

provided by approved traveling clergymen.
71
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Initially, many slave masters were uninterested in providing religious instruction 

and baptism to slaves because to do so was thought to lead to manumission as it was 

assumed to be illegal to hold a fellow Christian in slavery.
72

 Whelchel suggests that this 

created a “Catch-22” because “to deny the conversion and baptism of slaves would 

undermine the rationale for the slave trade, but to embrace manumission of slaves after 

their conversion and baptism would alienate slaveholders who would lose their 

property.”
73

 This theological “Catch-22” resulted in the bifurcation of the slave body and 

soul, contrary to the unitary secular-sacred ontology posited by African religious 

traditions. Much effort was expended by bishops, the Society for the Propagation of the 

Gospel (SPG), and even legislation discounting the connection between baptism and 

manumission; however, the rumor proved intractable and still led to a belief that baptism 

altered the relationship between the slave and the master. Raboteau supports this when he 

writes that “despite the legislation, British American slaveholders remained suspicious of 

teaching Christianity to slaves because they believed that becoming Christian would raise 

the slaves’ self-esteem, persuade them that they were equal to whites, and encourage 

them to become rebellious.”
74

 Nicholas Beasley explores the connection between baptism 

and freedom in his book Christian Ritual and the Creation of British Slave Societies, 

offering a specific example in which a clergyman named Francis Le Jau from the 

Carolinas required slaves to affirm  the following declaration before baptism: “You 

declare in the Presence of God and before this Congregation that you do not ask for the 
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holy baptism out of any design to free yourself from the Duty and Obedience you owe to 

your Master while you live, but merely for the good of Your Soul and to partake of the 

Grace and Blessings promised to the Members of the Church of Jesus Christ.”
75

 He goes 

on to discuss the connection between baptism and freedom for people of color, especially 

mulattoes, who connected the sacrament with higher levels of social hierarchy.
76

 He 

finally asserts that “whites’ determination to control… baptism reveals the tremendous 

anxiety that… ritual power could engender.”
77

 Baptism was tightly controlled by whites, 

and the baptism of slaves, if done, was often done at home to keep “the power of… 

baptism under lay control.”
78

 This was in contrast to the freedom experienced in the 

“Invisible Institution” where the black preacher, while often illiterate and lacking 

institutional sacramental ministerial authority, was able to tap into a broader spirituality 

that resonated with the culture and lived experience of the slaves.
79

 After the dilemma 

presented by the perceived connection between baptism and manumission was solved, the 

religious instruction provided by slaveholders was meant to create an impotent, servile, 

and oppressed workforce; however, these encounters with scripture and Christianity, in 

conversation with their own spirituality and cultural memory, provided slaves with some 

of the tools they needed to construct a liberating, authentically “black” theology. 

 The existence of the “Invisible Institution” as a counter-narrative to oppressive 

white theology posited by the institutional Christian churches existed throughout the 
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Antebellum period; however, eventually these clandestine meetings became more 

institutionalized themselves, giving birth to independent black congregations. This 

movement began with the licensing of black preachers as “approved” spokesmen for the 

American slave system. It should be noted, however, that these preachers often employed 

the same subversive speech we explored in our examination of the Negro Spirituals to 

convey a theology of liberation that was invisible or inaudible to those of the dominant or 

oppressive class. 

 As slave owners naively grew increasingly comfortable with the growth and 

development of black religion, the formation of independent black churches was 

inevitable. Interestingly enough the first independent Black church was founded in the 

South, though scholars disagree on exactly where. Costen suggests that the first 

independent Black church was “Bluestone” African Baptist church founded in Luneburg, 

Virginia in 1758.
80

 Conversely, Raboteau suggests that the title of the first Black church 

belongs to a Baptist church founded between 1773 and 1775 in Silver Bluff, South 

Carolina.
81

 The disagreement may have to do with the definition of the word 

“independent.” Both Costen and Raboteau agree that the “Bluestone” Church was 

founded on the plantation belonging to William Byrd, while Raboteau infers that the 

Silver Bluff Church was founded on incorporated land amidst the chaos the preceded the 

American Revolution.
82

 The next independent black congregation was a Roman Catholic 

church founded in 1784 in St. Augustine, Florida. Finally, a decade later in 1794, Costen 
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notes that an “African American Episcopal congregation” was founded in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania. Thus we turn our attention specifically to founding of the Free African 

Society and St. Thomas’s Church. Before we do so, however, it worth highlighting that 

out that of the three four first independent black congregations, the “African American 

Episcopal congregation” founded in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania was the first one founded 

north of the Mason-Dixon Line. 

African religious traditions made it across the brutality of the Middle Passage and 

attempted “cultural holocaust” inflicted on enslaved Africans. Throughout our study, I 

have supported the idea, like Melville Herskovits, that Africanisms not only survived the 

Middle Passage and subsequent attempted “cultural holocaust,” albeit to a lesser extent in 

the United States, but they formed one of the streams that aided enslaved Africans in their 

quest to construct a redemptive, salvific, and liberating spirituality that would provide a 

buffer against the destructive forces of the American slave system which we have 

described as the art of griosh. Spirituals are examples of this grioshic hermeneutic of 

liberation employed by enslaved Africans living in America and the invisibility and 

subversive of that discourse of liberation. Finally, independent Black churches emerged 

as the inheritors of Africanisms, a liberating black theology, and the grioshic tradition of 

the Invisible Institution. With a firm grasp on the roots, migration, and evolution of 

African religious traditions to the Black Church in America, we now turn our attention to 

the life of Absalom Jones himself in order to see how his life, steeped in the crucible of 

slavery, was impacted by the heritage of the Invisible Institution and the nascent Black 

Church. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ABSALOM JONES AS A VIVIFYING 

SYNCRETISTIC PRACTITIONER OF A LIBERATING BLACK THEOLOGY 

 Harold T. Lewis has written extensively on the contribution of African Americans 

to the history and theology of the Episcopal Church, U.S.A. In his book Yet With a Steady 

Beat: The African American Struggle for Recognition in the Episcopal Church, Lewis 

traces the contribution of African Americans to the Episcopal Church from Antebellum 

years all the way through the formation of the Union of Black Episcopalians. He begins 

his work by quoting the oft mentioned aphorism attributed to Booker T. Washington that 

describes the nature of black religion in America. “If a black man is anything but a 

Baptist or a Methodist, someone has been tampering with his religion.
83

 Lewis goes on to 

suggest that this aphorism “betrays a commonly held belief that there is something 

incongruous about being black and Episcopalian.”
84

 Our study of Antebellum Black 

Christianity in America would suggest that there is some truth to this notion. Writing 

about the mass defection of African Americans from the Episcopal Church after the Civil 

War, Harold Lewis may give us some clues as to why many African Americans were 

reticent to join the Episcopal Church in the first place. He suggests that, while there were 

several historically black congregations in historically white denominations, blacks 

desired autonomy and freedom from white domination.
85

 This freedom from white 

control or influence was seen in the development of the Invisible Institution in “de 
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bushes” and we will see it later in the development of St. Thomas’s Church, literally 

enshrined in the founding documents. Lewis quotes Alexander Crummell, a black 

Episcopal priest, as saying “When freedom came, the emancipated class, by one common 

impulse, rushed from the chapels provided by the masters, deserted in multitudes the 

ministry of white preachers, in search of a ministry of their own race.”
86

 The desire for 

freedom from white religious hegemony after the Civil War may help us better 

understand why many blacks were hesitant to join the Episcopal Church in the 

antebellum period. Interestingly enough, we will see this explanation nuanced differently 

when the Free African Society takes on the task of denomination affiliation. Lewis also 

suggests that the majority of Episcopalians in the South supported slavery and, as such, 

“belonging to the Episcopal Church… could be viewed as an incongruous act that 

threated to sacrifice one’s intellectual as well as moral integrity.”
87

 The connection, 

perceived or real, between the institution of slavery and the elite southern planter class of 

Episcopalians may have cast a negative light on the church and its ability to properly 

support the spiritual wellbeing of African American congregants. 

Whatever the reason, Lewis still problematizes the “scant mention of Black 

Episcopalians,” if there is any mention at all, within the works of scholars of African 

American Religion as inaccurate and underscores the contribution of Black Episcopalians 

not only to the Episcopal Church, but to American church history in general.
88

 An in 

depth study of antebellum black Episcopalians is not, however, within the scope of this 
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work. Instead, we focus our attention on the life of Absalom Jones, a former slave who 

would become the first African American priest of the Episcopal Church. 

The Early Life of Absalom Jones 

 Absalom Jones was influenced by a wide variety of Christian denominations and 

expressions early in his life. He was a Methodist at least as early as 1784 and continued 

to be so until his departure from St. George’s eight years later.
89

 Before his introduction 

to Methodism, Jones attended a night school in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania that was 

operated by Quakers. He also married his wife in an Anglican church to which he was 

connected by his slave master. These religious affiliations raise significant questions as to 

his intentional decision to affiliate with the Episcopal Church even though his friend and 

colleague, Richard Allen, chose to remain a Methodist (albeit creating an African 

American branch of Methodism).  

Absalom Jones was born into slavery in the year 1747 in Delaware on the 

plantation owned by Abraham Wynkoop, a prominent merchant-planter.
90

 Early in life, 

Jones was “removed from the world of debilitating field labor” by his master, which 

granted him the opportunity to pursue education that was normally forbidden to slaves.
91

 

Gary B. Nash suggests that Jones’ literacy “probably increased the distance between 

him” and other slaves on the plantation;
92

 however, given the nature of religion within the 
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American slave system that we have thoroughly interrogated above, it is safe to assume 

that Absalom Jones would have had at least a vague familiarity with the “Invisible 

Institution” within which Slave Religion was formed. When we later examine the “A 

Thanksgiving Sermon” and the “Causes and Motives for Establishing St. Thomas’s 

African Church of Philadelphia,” we will see to what extent the Invisible Institution 

impacted his spirituality and the tone of his work as an abolitionist. It is also worth noting 

that Jones occupied a unique social location at the intersection of the world of the slaves 

and the world of the slave owners. This unique position would be replicated throughout 

his life and was evident in his writings, sermons, and abolitionism. 

 When Absalom Jones was 15, Abraham Wynkoop made the decision to leave the 

large Delaware plantation in favor of Philadelphia, and, after selling Jones’ mother and 

siblings, arrived in Philadelphia with only Absalom.
93

 Nash suggests that upon his arrival 

in Philadelphia, young Absalom Jones found himself not only at ground zero of the 

fledgling abolitionist movement, but also a city where there were several schools that 

were founded to educate blacks prior to the American Revolution.
94

 One of those schools 

was owned and operated by two Quakers, Anthony Benezet and Benjamin Rush.
95

 These 

men organized this particular school in order to educate African Americans to counter the 

“dehumanizing” effects of slavery.
96

 In 1770, Absalom Jones, now twenty-three years 

old, married Mary, the slave of Thomas and Sarah King, neighbors of Abraham 
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Wynkoop. It is important to note that Absalom and Mary exchanged vows at St. Peter’s 

Anglican Church, the church were Wynkoop and the Kings worshiped. Jones eventually 

purchased his wife’s freedom in 1778 before purchasing his own in six years later.
97

 

Absalom Jones, St. George’s Methodist, and the 

Creation of the Free African Society 

After purchasing his freedom, Jones “abandoned Anglican services at St. Peter’s 

Church… in favor of St. George’s [Methodist Episcopal].”
98

 Nash suggests that striking 

out on his own with a new church was akin to “taking a surname” and “became a step in 

forging a new identity.”
99

 Jones served St. George’s as lay minister for their black 

membership. Around the same time, Richard Allen, a lay black Methodist preacher was 

asked to come to St. George’s to preach to the black membership.
100

 It was around this 

time that Jones and Allen first began discussing the creation of a separate black religious 

society that would educate enslaved Africans as a means of liberation. Nash convincingly 

suggests that since both “religion and literacy” had helped Jones and Allen achieve their 

own freedom, it was only logical that these two pillars form the foundation for their 

creation of an independent Black religious society. We have noted interactions with at 

least three formal denominations (Quaker, Anglican, and Methodist) as well as an 

assumed interaction with the Invisible Institution of Slave Religion. This diverse 
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denominational background will factor into our discussion of the development of the Free 

African Society and Jones’s decision to affiliate with the Episcopal Church.  

Jones’s relationship with St. George’s Methodist Episcopal Church would 

continue until 1792, a year which saw a dramatic confrontation between black and white 

members and forever altered the dynamic of American church history. As Nash recounts 

the story, St. George’s Church, having outgrown their current seating capacity, decided to 

expand their church. Black members contributed both money and labor to the endeavor; 

however, when said members attended services on the first Sunday after the completion 

of the renovations, they were informed that they had to sit in the segregated section.
101

 

Richard Allen himself recounted: 

We expected to take the seats over the ones we formerly occupied below, not 

knowing any better. We took those seats; meeting had begun, and they were 

nearly done singing, and just as we got to the seats, the Elder said, “Let us pray.” 

We had not been long upon our knees before I heard a considerable scuffling and 

loud talking. I raised my head up and saw one of the trustees… having hold of the 

Rev. Absalom Jones, pulling him off his knees, and saying, “You must get up, 

you must not kneel here.” Mr. Jones replied, “Wait until the prayer is over, and I 

will get up and trouble you no more.” With that he beckoned to one of the 

trustees… to come to his assistance. He came and went to William White to pull 

him up. By this time prayer was over, and we all went out of the church in a body, 

and they were no more plagued with us in the church. This raised a great 

excitement and inquiry among the citizens, in so much that I believe they were 

ashamed of their conduct. But my dear Lord was with us, and we were filled with 

fresh vigour to get a house erected to worship God in.
102

 

 

It has widely been speculated by many scholars of African American church history, 

including Harold Lewis, that this dramatic confrontation at St. Georges’ precipitated the 

founding of the Free African Society; however, Nash suggests that the Free African 
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Society was conceived and founded at least five years prior to this incident.
103

 Richard 

Allen’s own assertion that the event at St. George’s filled them “with fresh vigour” also 

seems to suggest that the conceptualization of the Free African Society preceded this 

event. Nash also concedes that the incident at St. George’s “did confirm… what many 

blacks must have suspected – that there would be no truly biracial Christian community 

in the white church of the city.”
104

 Reflecting back on this event years later, Richard 

Allen himself said that this incident renewed the determination of the community 

worshiping God “under our own fig tree.”
105

 The significance of this event at St. 

George’s should not be underestimated. In The Arrogance of Faith: Christianity and 

Race in America from the Colonial Era to the Twentieth Century, Forrest G. Wood  

suggests that  when “black worshippers were pulled from their knees while praying in St. 

George’s Methodist Church in Philadelphia, and… ordered to the back of the sanctuary, 

they left and vowed never to return… It triggered one of the most significant movements 

in American social and religious history: the emergence of the black church.”
106

 We have 

already examined how the Black Church existed in the clandestine secrecy of “hush 

arbors” in the Invisible Institution; however, Wood suggests that this event at St. 

George’s was a pivotal moment in American church history in which the institutional 

space was created (or taken, as it were) for the creation of a visible black Christian 

expression. Before we advance our discussion of the development of the Free African 
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Society and St. Thomas’s Church, it is important to clarify Absalom Jones’ role as a 

vivifying syncretistic practitioner of a liberating black theology imbued with spirituality 

of the Invisible Institution. 

 We have already seen that Absalom Jones, by the time of his departure from St. 

George’s, had encountered at least three different Christian denominations as well as 

being steeped in the all-consuming ethos of Slave Religion while living on the plantation 

in Delaware. This diverse denominational heritage gave Jones a plethora of influences to 

draw upon as he synergized his abolitionist agenda with Christian theology. One example 

of this can be seen in Jones’s “abandonment” of Anglicanism in favor of Methodism 

shortly after purchasing his own freedom for the sake of creating a new identity. We have 

already illuminated the fact that for Africans, identity was based upon community (“I am 

because we are”). In abandoning Anglicanism and affiliating with St. George’s Methodist 

Episcopal Church, a church with at least enough black members to warrant the offering 

of a separate service altogether, albeit to be held at 5 o’clock on Sunday mornings “so as 

not to interfere with white services,”
107

 Jones was choosing to affiliate with an expression 

of Christianity that was popular among blacks in Philadelphia. W.E.B. Du Bois would 

later suggest that both Jones and Allen thought Methodism was the best suited for 

blacks.
108

 Harold Lewis and Gary Nash offer a few theories as to why blacks in general, 

and thus Allen and Jones in particular, were drawn to the Methodist Church. 
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 First, Lewis suggests that blacks had an “alleged preference for the ‘plain’ 

worship of Methodism.”
109

 This simple version of Christianity resonated with African 

Americans because, as Nash points out, Methodism provided a clear path to redemption 

through “plain living, self-discipline, and mutual support.”
110

 Second, Nash points out 

that prayer meetings were often held in fields, forests, which, as we have discovered, 

mirrored the “hush arbor” services that characterized the Invisible Institution.
111

 Third, no 

other denomination, other than Quakerism, opposed the institution of slavery as 

vehemently as the Methodists, though we will see that this opposition seldom moved to 

organized action towards the abolition of the institution of slavery itself. Methodist 

discipline and polity even went so far as to bar slave traders and slave owners from 

holding church offices.
112

 Finally, the emphasis on the formation of lay societies to 

impact that everyday experience of African Americans resonated with the unitary sacred-

secular cosmology inherited in the religion of the Invisible Institution.
113

 

 Given all of those reasons, African Americans were drawn to Methodism in 

general and in Philadelphia, to St. George’s Methodist Episcopal Church in particular. 

Absalom Jones’s choice to affiliate with St. George’s was therefore strategic for one who 

was looking for a new identity. In turn, the actions on that fateful day at St. George’s 

threatened Jones’ new identity and, when the time came, most certainly impacted his 

decision to create a space for the formation of a new identity. This then lends credibility 
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to the intentionality that went into his choice to identify with the Episcopal Church 

subsequent to his departure from St. George’s. 

 The Free African Society became that place where the black community in 

Philadelphia had the freedom to formulate and disseminate that new communal identity. 

Nash suggests that the Free African Society was at the very center of “molding a public 

self-identity” for Philadelphia’s black community.
114

 This new identity was a uniquely 

African-American identity that reflected the “dual-consciousness” that would later be 

popularized by W.E.B. Du Bois in Souls of Black Folk, in which the black community in 

Philadelphia was “caught between accepting their adopted country, which was not yet 

ready to accept them, and returning to a native land that they [had] been told by many 

whites was a heathen jungle awaiting Christian redemption.”
115

 As a result of the tension, 

“they began the work of forging a visionary collective consciousness upon which to build 

a viable future.”
116

 It is helpful to point out here that this “consciousness” was 

“collective” and thus required a public space for its formulation. This “collective 

consciousness” also reflected the African concept of communal identity (Ubuntu) that has 

been examined above. 

 The Free African Society did not begin as a church; rather, it was modeled after 

white benevolent societies which, according to Nash, were instrumental in crafting 

“ethnic consciousness.”
117

 This is important to note because some interpret the early days 

of the Free African Society as mutual aid society devoid of religion; however, Nash 
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supports the “quasi-religious” nature of the Free African Society from the very 

beginning.
118

 Arthur C. Willis, in Cecil’s City: A History of Blacks in Philadelphia 1638-

1979, suggests that the Free African Society “functioned… as both a religious and a 

secular order… modeled on the African tribal system” with Richard Allen and Absalom 

Jones as the leaders.
119

 The opening words of the articles of incorporation of the Free 

African Society reflected this system in saying “We, the free Africans and their 

descendants, of the City of Philadelphia.”
120

 It must be noted that the creation of such a 

culturally identifiable space itself was an act of resistance, and the self-identification as 

both “free” and “African” amidst such prevalent “imperialist white-supremacist capitalist 

patriarchal”
121

 culture is a continuation of the trend of African Americans to create a 

counter-narrative to the one bequeathed to them by slavery. In Begrimed and Black: 

Christian Traditions on Blacks and Blackness, Robert E. Hood contends that the 

intentional inclusion of the word “African” in the name of this and other organizations 

that were created was not coincidental, but reflected “blacks’ understanding of their 

group and individual identity as Africans or African descendants, even though they came 

from different tribes and ethnic groups and in spite of temporal and geographical 

discontinuity.”
122

 Here we see the continuation of the “Pan-African” identity that 
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developed as a result of the slave trade where different tribes and clans were purposefully 

mixed in order to destroy the sense of self posited in the communal ontology of many 

African societies. This understanding provided a commonality and shared experience that 

helped to counteract the debilitating effects of slavery. 

 As mentioned previously, the Free African Society, while not organized initially 

as a “church,” definitely possessed a religious component. In Philadelphia Negro, 

W.E.B. Du Bois suggests that the Free African Society learned slightly towards 

Quakerism in the following ways: they met in the Quaker meeting house, their polity 

reflected Quakerism, they emphasized a “Quaker-like” marriage to combat “loose 

marriage customs,” and they even included 15 minutes of silent prayer to start 

meetings.
123

 We’ve already analyzed Jones’ education and formation in Quaker school 

and we now see him incorporating that experience in shaping the formation of the Free 

African Society. 

 What we get from the life of Absalom Jones and the early days of the Free 

African Society is an example of Jones and Allen creating a safe space for African 

cultural identification and social and political resistance. Nash’s premise that the Free 

African Society was founded years prior to their departure from St. George’s lends 

credibility to the argument that far from being a reaction to one incident of racial 

discrimination, the Free African Society was actually an intentional and well-devised 

enterprise of the black community in Philadelphia to create a space for self-identification 

and the formation of a counter-narrative to slavery as well as a cultural repository for the 

practices and beliefs that framed such a system. As Costen suggests, “religion is the 
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strongest element in ancient cultural traditions and probably exerted the greatest 

influence upon the thinking and living of African peoples.”
124

 As we turn our attention to 

the development of the Free African Society and its eventual transformation into the 

African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas, we will examine this organization and examine 

it as an example of the centrality of religion in black communal life as yet another 

example of Jones’s engagement of liturgy and Christian praxis as liberating activity. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FREE AFRICAN 

SOCIETY AND ST. THOMAS’S CHURCH 

 The development of the separate house of worship for the Black community of 

Philadelphia began slowly. Nash suggests that as of late 1792, several months after the 

departure of the Black congregation from St. George’s, fundraising attempts to support 

the development and construction of the African Church were lagging.
125

 This changed 

suddenly when a Welsh immigrant and abolitionist named John Nicholson provided a 

large loan to begin construction.
126

 Benjamin Rush, a young, white, Episcopalian 

abolitionist,
127

 wrote to Nicholson to underscore the importance of this assistance, 

suggesting that “you will not – you cannot – refuse their request for the sake of Religion 

& Christianity and as this is the first Institution of the kind.”
128

 The groundbreaking for 

the African Church took place a few months later in March 1793 with Allen himself 

remarking “as I was the first proposer of the African Church, I put the first spade into the 

ground to dig the cellar for the same. This was the first African Church or meeting house 

to be erected in the United States of America.”
129

 The remarks of both Richard Allen and 

Benjamin Rush encapsulate the larger pride with which the black community of 

Philadelphia undertook the task of erecting a meeting house and further supports the 

premise of Costen, Raboteau, Wood, and others who name an “African American 
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Episcopal congregation” as among the first institutional expressions of black Christianity 

in the United States. 

 After the groundbreaking, however, the construction of the meeting house was 

further delayed by a shortage of funds and an outbreak of yellow fever. The yellow fever 

epidemic represented an opportunity for the newly formed community to live out charity 

and support to the city of Philadelphia. Despite the embarrassment of the incident at St. 

George’s that transpired the previous year, the opposition they received to the 

development of their own church, and the refusal of many in Philadelphia to support their 

endeavor financially opting instead to financially support the influx of planters from 

Santo Domingo who were fleeing the slave rebellions, the community was encouraged to 

offer support to the city rooted in their Christian faith.
130

 Jones and Allen wrote a 

pamphlet in which they indicated that they perceived the yellow fever epidemic as a 

“God-sent opportunity to prove their courage and worth and to show that they could drive 

anger and bitterness away from their hearts.”
131

 Construction on the African Church was 

delayed while the Free African society offered humanitarian support to their neighbors 

and fellow Philadelphians. 

 As workers were enclosing the building in 1794, the community gathered to 

undertake the momentous decision of denominational affiliation.
132

 This decision was 

necessary because the community felt that without such a formal connection they would 

be in violation of “the canons of Christian culture.”
133

 Moreover, affiliation with a 
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recognized denomination would also grant legitimacy to and the formal recognition of the 

corporate status of their organization. It is interesting to note that a “large majority” of the 

elders and deacons voted in favor of joining the newly formed Episcopal Church, with 

only Jones and Allen favoring the Methodist Church.
134

 

 Nash suggests the following reasons for the support of the other African Church 

leaders for the Episcopal Church. First, the incident at St. George’s Methodist Episcopal 

Church had happened only two years prior and many in the Black community of 

Philadelphia were still offended by it. Moreover, the authority structure of the Methodist 

Church provided less autonomy for the development of the African Church, something 

that we will see later was of paramount importance. Conversely, the Episcopal Church 

was “more theologically flexible and tinged with evangelicalism since before the 

Revolution.” Also, the authority structure of the Episcopal Church provided more 

autonomy for the African Church to govern its own affairs. Additionally, many in the 

black community of Philadelphia had experience in the Episcopal Church, having 

“married, worshiped, and christened their children in the city’s three Episcopal Church’s 

since the 1740s.” We saw this illustrated with Jones himself having married his wife at 

St. Peter’s Church. Finally, two close white supporters of the African Church, Benjamin 

Rush and Joseph Filmore, were affiliated with the Episcopal Church.
135

 As a result of the 

support from the majority of the church elders, Jones, a staunch and stalwart proponent 

for Methodism, withdrew, unwilling to lead the community in that direction.
136

 The 
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community then turned to Absalom Jones who, though lacking the “exhortatory gifts” of 

Richard Allen, did possess “balance, tenacity, education, and dignified leadership.”
137

 

 As the community formalized their union with the Episcopal Church, agreeing to 

“commit all the ecclesiastical affairs” of their church to the oversight of the Episcopal 

Church, they did so in such a way as to strategically maintain black control of the church. 

This move for Black empowerment and development of St. Thomas aligned with the 

terms and conditions under which the church would be accepted into communion with 

the Episcopal Church as well as reflected the fear of white intrusion into black sacred 

space that that we have examined previously in the formation and development of the 

Invisible Institution. According to Lewis, St. Thomas would have to “flourish apart from 

the mainstream of diocesan life,” having been forbidden to send delegates to Diocesan 

Convention or in any other way to “interfere with the general government of the 

Episcopal Church.”
138

 It should be noted that this was ostensibly meant to be a temporary 

arrangement, supposedly because Jones had been allowed to pursue ordination even 

without prerequisite training in Latin and Greek; however, this arrangement would not be 

overturned until 1863, almost 50 years after Jones himself had died.
139

 While this 

ecclesiastical segregation and “second-class status” must have been a blow to the nascent 

St. Thomas community, Nash underscores their arrangement with the Diocese as 

important in preserving “the all-important right of self-government.”
140

 Costen suggests 

that the creation and protection of independent Black churches was “conducive to 
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authentic communication with God and one another.”
141

 We have already examined that 

African-descended people living in America came with a cultural, religious, and social 

lens through which they related to themselves, the world around them, and to God. The 

protection of that space from intrusion by other cultures was essential to the development 

of themselves and their community. 

 The African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas held its first worship service on July 

17, 1794. Nash points out that at this point most of the opposition from white ministers 

had dissipated. In fact, the opening of St. Thomas was an event that brought together an 

interracial and interdenominational gathering of people. Samuel Magaw, rector of St. 

Paul’s Church, gave the sermon “Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands to God,” 

further elaborating that “the people that walked in darkness have seen a great light.” 

Though these two themes were adopted by the congregation, Magaw’s reading of 

Christian scripture reflected the “white paternalism and Christian prejudice” of its time. 

Before we move further in our examination of the development of St. Thomas, it is worth 

examining Magaw’s words and Jones’s rebuttal encapsulated in the “Causes and Motives 

for Establishing St. Thomas’s African Church of Philadelphia,” published a month later. 

Magaw’s Sermon: Anemic Abolitionism and the 

Deployment of Christian Paternalism 

 Magaw sermon began by recalling the inscription over the front door of the newly 

constructed edifice “The people that walked in darkness have seen a great light,” 

suggesting that African-descended people were “brought up as Pagans or Heathen, 

unacquainted with Divine revelations, and the covenant of grace.” He went on to suggest 
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that they or their ancestors were “ignorant of ‘God that made the world, and all things 

therein,’” and consequently they bowed down “in adoration before stocks, stones, beasts, 

and the vilest creeping things, pray to the hollow winds; or, dancing in wild circles, 

mutter to Devil; or, in affrightened gaze, yell at the pale moon” for salvation.
 142

 It should 

be noted that Magaw has, up to this point of his sermon, attacked African religious 

traditions – the cultural, social, religious, and cosmological framework through which 

and within which Africans and African-descended persons were steeped – as the 

“darkness” within which Africans existed; however, it should be noted that his anti-

African polemic reflected the popular opinion of his day. 

 At this point, Magaw, reflecting the abolitionist fervor of his time, attacked the 

system of slavery itself as “darkness,” asking “can a poor African, dragged in fetters from 

his native land, -and here, driven and tormented under the lashes of cruelty, be anything 

else than dark, -dark!” He also holds that “to the credit of humanity, in this part of 

America, and in several other parts, such treatment hath been held in abhorrence.”
143

 One 

would assume that given his sound critique of the slave system, Magaw would be in favor 

for its complete and utter abolishment. We will see later that this is not true; rather, 

Magaw, like many religious abolitionists of his time, operated within an anemic 

abolitionist theology which, while filled with words against slavery, seldom acted to 

abolish this “dark” institution. 
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 After continuing his discourse with a lengthy discussion explicating the 

dichotomy between the forces of “light” and “dark” in the world, Magaw suggested a few 

practical steps to which this newly formed community was called. The first step was 

“gratitude to God, for having directed, in his own wise Providence, that you [they] should 

come from a land of Pagan darkness, to a land of Gospel light.”
144

 We see here again 

another anti-African polemic which continues to bifurcate the lived experience of 

African-descended people. How else could one suggest that America was simultaneously 

a country built upon the foundation of a “dark” slave system and “a land of Gospel 

light?” While Magaw would suggest that slavery was indeed a “dark” institution, its 

darkness was allowed to coexist with the Christian message in this “land of Gospel light.” 

Magaw even goes so far as to romanticize the plight and subsequent effects of slavery, 

suggesting that slaves had “some advantages above what others have…in that your [their] 

humbleness of mind, your [their] patience, faithfulness, and trust only in God, will add to 

your [their] future happiness.”
145

 This problematic dichotomy and failure to fully 

acknowledge the troubling and extremely damaging nature of slavery seems to go against 

the unitary African cosmology that stressed unity and cohesion as cultural values. 

 In addition to gratitude to God, Magaw also prescribed “gratitude to your [their] 

earthly benefactors, who planned your [their] emancipation from slavery.” He goes on to 

describe the work of early benefactors who worked to “open light upon this darkness 

[slavery]” before elaborating on those abolitionists and supporters of freeman in 
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Philadelphia “whose labors were unwearied in your behalf.”
146

 In illuminating the 

educational and liberating work of abolitionists, Magaw seems to suggest that African-

descended people were powerless in the work of their own liberation. This paternalism 

reflects what Gardiner H. Shattuck suggests was determinative of the relationship 

between whites and blacks in the Episcopal Church for decades, a relationship within 

which the “stronger race [white]” would seek to draw under its influence “the vague, 

shifting, inchoate masses of an ignorant and unresponsive negro life.”
147

 Magaw’s anti-

African polemic only reifies this paternalism by further disparaging the culture and 

religion of African-descended people, only perpetuating the “cultural Holocaust” 

described by Whelchel that was essential to the maintenance of the American slave 

system. 

 In addition to gratitude to God for God’s “divine providence” in bringing African-

descended people from “heathen” Africa through the crucible of slavery into the light, 

and gratitude to white benefactors who worked tirelessly to free and educate an 

“ignorant” race of people, Magaw’s discourse also suggested that the newly formed 

African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas respond to their salvation by  showing 

“compassionate love” for other African-descended people “yet in darkness, or bondage, 

in other parts of the world,” but also calls upon them to remember Paul’s admonishment 

for slaves to honor their masters.
148

 Nash suggests that Magaw’s sermon “emphasized the 

need for black passivity and moderation in all things and warned his auditors to suppress 
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the pride that was on the rise among them.”
149

 This defense of the institution of slavery 

under “God’s providence” while also reflecting a quality of “darkness” belies a sound 

theology and reveals a fragile attempt to rationalize slavery within the context of 

Christian witness. 

 Despite his rebuke of the institution of slavery as a “dark” institution, Magaw’s 

sermon on the occasion of the inauguration of the African Episcopal Church of St. 

Thomas only paid lip-service to its abolition.  Instead of empowering the gathered 

community in their work of liberation, he diluted their achievements and enjoined them 

to thank the white community for their support in the endeavor. Moreover, his attack of 

the African culture as “heathen” and “pagan” only reified the anti-African polemic 

perpetuated by many white persons at the time, abolitionist or otherwise. In doing so, the 

institution of slavery was not only defended, but also granted divine status in being 

utilized by God as a way to provide salvation for enslaved Africans. As we have 

discussed earlier, Earl suggests that such rationale was necessary in order to expand the 

enterprise of slavery as a viable and sustainable economic system with the blessing of 

“Christian” nations.  

Having looked at Magaw’s sermon in depth, let us now turn our attention to the 

response this sermon garnered from the community, namely from Absalom Jones and 

other leaders of the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas who published a resolution 

the following month entitled “Causes and Motives for Establishing St. Thomas’s African 

Church of Philadelphia.” 
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“Causes and Motives for Establishing…” a Liberating Alternative to Paternalism 

 As with the development of the Free African Society, Richard Allen and Absalom 

Jones were proactive in articulating their vision for the community even before Magaw 

delivered his problematic sermon. In “An Address to those who keep Slaves, and approve 

the practice” found in Narrative of the Proceedings of the Black People, published by 

Richard Allen and Absalom Jones on January 23, 1794, several months before the 

opening of St. Thomas’s Church, the duo pointed out the hypocrisy of the American 

society who, on one hand “stigmatize us as men, whose baseness is incurable, and may 

therefore be held in a state of servitude, that a merciful man would not doom a beast to,” 

while on the other hand doing “what you can to prevent our rising from the state of 

barbarian” and even goes on to call the white race “our great oppressors.”
150

 This open 

critique of American society goes far beyond the anemic rhetoric we examined from 

white abolitionists such as Magaw. Other statements, such as “we…excite your attention 

to consider, how hateful slavery is in the sight of that God, who hath destroyed kings and 

princes, for the oppression of the poor slaves,” represent an attempt to articulate a 

liberating theology that places as its central tenant the primary concern of African-

descended people in America – abolition of and emancipation from slavery.
151

 This 

preferential treatment of the poor and oppressed is most clearly underscored when Jones 

and Allen suggested that “God himself was the first pleader of the cause of slaves.”
152

 

Students of Liberation Theology can clearly identify this language as a precursor to the 
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Liberation Theology that would be popularized in the 20
th

 century by theologians and 

religious scholars such as Gustavo Gutierrez and James Cone. 

A month after Magaw delivered his sermon on the occasion of the opening of St. 

Thomas’s Church, Absalom Jones and the church leadership published “Causes and 

Motives for Establishing St. Thomas’s African Church of Philadelphia,” a resolution 

outlining the purpose of the establishment of St. Thomas Church and its affiliation with 

the Episcopal Church. For our purposes it would be helpful to carefully visit each point 

made in order to better grasp the methodology that undergirded the development of St. 

Thomas. 

 The resolution begins with “whereas, a few of our race did in the NAME and 

FEAR of GOD, associate for the purpose of advancing our friends in a true knowledge of 

God, of true religion, and of the ways and means to restore our long lost race, to the 

dignity of men and Christians…”
153

 In this statement, Jones and the other leaders made 

clear that the purpose of the creation of the Free African Society (which would eventually 

become St. Thomas’s Church) was to both develop their spirituality “in a true knowledge 

of God, of true religion” and to “restore” the dignity of their race. The word “restore” 

presupposes a former condition to return to. This statement seems to further suggest that 

their “long lost race” once held “dignity” to be restored to, which would stand 

diametrically opposed to Magaw’s premise that Africans lived in darkness until God’s 

divine providence brought them to the light of the Gospel through slavery. 

 The resolution continues with “Whereas, God in mercy and wisdom, has 

exceeded our most sanguine wishes, in blessing our undertakings, for the above purposes, 
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and has opened the hearts of our white brethren, to assist in our undertaking therein…”
154

 

It must be noted here that, according to this resolution, the object of the liberating work 

that the community has undertaken here is the St. Thomas community itself, with the 

blessing of God and with the assistance of white people. This order should not be 

overlooked as it seems to be a direct critique of Magaw’s premise that African-descended 

people were powerless in their salvific struggle against slavery and had their white 

neighbors to thank for their liberation. Part of the struggle for liberation included the 

empowerment of the community to be active agents in their own liberation and as such 

framing the conversation along those lines was important. Magaw’s hierarchy continued 

to perpetuate the inequality of the American slave system; conversely, Jones’ hierarchy 

flipped the system on its head and held as paramount the intentions and actions of the 

black community. 

 The resolution then suggests that “whereas the light of the glorious gospel of God, 

our Savior, has begun to shine into our hearts, who were strangers to the true and living 

God, and aliens to the commonwealth of this spiritual Israel,” ostensibly connecting the 

community of African Americans people to the Gentile community of the New 

Testament who, according to Romans 11:17, were grafted into the family of God through 

the salvific work of Jesus Christ. It continues that “whereas… having seen the dawn of 

the gospel day, we are zealously concerned for the gathering together our race into the 

sheepfold of the great Shepherd and Bishop of our souls: and as we would earnestly 

desire to proceed in all our ways therein consistent with the word of God or the scriptures 
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of the revelation of God’s will concerning us, and our salvation.”
155

 From this portion of 

the resolution it may be safely deduced that this community saw the Christian faith as a 

viable vehicle for their salvation, which, as we have already proven, necessarily included 

the emancipation of African-descended people still held on the bonds of slavery. Given 

what we already know about the subversive and liberating theology of the Invisible 

Institution and black Christianity and from what we know of Jones’s own life and 

ministry, it would be highly unlikely that such an allegiance to Christian faith could have 

been proffered unless that faith had been interpreted in a manner that supported both the 

salvation of the soul and the manumission of the body. 

 The resolution goes on to say that “Whereas, through the various attempts we 

have made to promote our design, God has marked our ways with blessings. And we are 

now encouraged through the grace and divine assistance of God opening the hearts of our 

white friends and brethren, to encourage us to arise out of the dust and shake ourselves, 

and throw of that servile fear, that the habit of oppression and bondage trained us up in. 

And in meekness and fear we would desire to walk in the liberty wherewith Christ has 

made us free. That following peace with all men, we may have our fruit unto holiness, 

and in the end, everlasting life.”
156

 This portion of the resolution makes explicit what was 

inferred above – that freedom from slavery is a necessary component of Christian 

salvation (the “liberty wherewith Christ has made us free”). It also suggests, contrary to 

Magaw, that God’s blessing is on the freedom from the institution of slavery, not the 

creation and maintenance thereof. 
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 The next portion of the resolution which outlines that the African Episcopal 

Church of St. Thomas organized “for the purpose of promoting the saving health of all, 

but more particularly our relatives, the people of color” and even for the “edification… of 

those of our race, who may be induced to assemble with us, but would not attend divine 

worship in other places,”
157

 seems to suggest that St. Thomas’s Church was going to be a 

safe place for the articulation of a Gospel that was not to be commonly found elsewhere. 

It is worth asking whether this was a liberating theology that critiqued the system of 

slavery and actively worked to undermine its success and perpetuity. The resolution 

continues with two more rationales such as “believing in God will bless our works and 

labors of love” and “it is needful that we enter into, and forthwith establish some orderly, 

Christian-like government and order of former usage in the Church of Christ” which 

seem to suggest that the nascent St. Thomas’s Church was looking forth both divine and 

ecclesiastical sanction for their work of liberation.
158

 

 The resolution resolves that the congregation would conform to the doctrine, 

discipline, and worship of the Episcopal Church, but would be “governed by us and our 

successors for ever as follows.”
159

 This resolution reinforces the desire of the church 

elders to maintain autonomy over their own church while benefiting from the legitimacy 

granted by a respectable denomination. It is evident that there was something about the 

intrusion of whiteness into their black space that was threatening to the development of 

their community and as such the maintenance of their independence had to be upheld. 
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 What is clear from both A Narrative of the Proceedings of the Black People and 

“Causes and Motives for Establishing St. Thomas’s African Church of Philadelphia” is 

that St. Thomas’s Church represented a departure from the common narrative of 

American slaveocracy and abolitionism. Richard Allen and Absalom Jones were 

interested in articulating a liberating theology that synthesized the tenets Christian 

witness with what they deemed as the liberty wherewith Christ had made them free. This 

“art of griosh” was a departure from the common Christian narrative which supported the 

salvation of the slave’s soul while it supported their perpetual physical bondage. 

Magaw’s sermon seemed to support this narrative and warranted a response from the 

leaders of St. Thomas’s Church where they reified their stance supporting the physical 

and spiritual salvation granted to them by their allegiance to the light of the Gospel. The 

reason for continuing to protect the direction and governance of their church from outside 

influence is now easier to understand. The community of St. Thomas saw their church as 

a safe place to articulate a liberating theology that held at its center the interests, values, 

and perspectives of African-descended people. Having thoroughly examined the 

influences, foundation, and framework that governed the development of the Free 

African Society and St. Thomas’s Church, we now turn our attention to the 

“Thanksgiving Sermon” given by Absalom Jones as an example of the bold liturgical 

engagement of Afrocentric liberating theology. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE ABOLITION OF THE SLAVE TRADE 

 Before interrogating Absalom Jones’s “A Thanksgiving Sermon” for evidence of 

African American griosh as an example of his engagement with liberating liturgical space 

in order to uncover his own social location as a liberation theologian, it might be helpful 

to elucidate the circumstances that precipitated the crafting and delivery of the sermon in 

the first place – the Abolition of the slave trade – in order to paint a more complete 

picture of the milieu from which the sermon arose.
160

  

The Constitution of the United States of America, drafted in September 1787 and 

ratified a year later in June 1788, protected the “importation of such persons as any of the 

States now existing shall think proper to admit” until 1808.
161

 As such, regardless of the 

“abhorrence” to which many held the practice of slavery, the Congress of the United 

States was powerless to abolish the slave trade for two decades. The protection of the 

slave trade was so enshrined in the Constitution that Article V even prevented Congress 

or the States from amending the ninth section of the first article, legally and 

constitutionally protecting the slave trade for at least 20 years.
162

 Some scholars argue 

that such a constitutional provision mandated the abolition of the slave trade after that 

twenty year period had elapsed or showed a general trend towards the abolition of 

slavery; however, Jeremy Black suggests that many southern states, including South 

Carolina and Georgia, expected slavery to continue on into perpetuity.
163
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Nonetheless, in 1808 it became illegal to import slaves from Africa into the 

United States of America. Black suggests that even with the prohibition on the import of 

slaves, not only was there “scant attempts to enforce the ban,” but “the Atlantic slave 

trade continued because slavery had not been abolished and therefore provided an 

opportunity for slave traders.”
164

 Even though slavery persisted in large part due to the 

children born by enslaved persons, the plantation economy was so dependent upon slaves 

that even where the ban was legally enforced, smuggling persisted.
165

 According the 

United States Census Bureau, from 1790 until 1860 (three years before the Emancipation 

Proclamation) the number of slaves continued to increase, seemingly unfazed by the 

abolition of the slave trade.
166

 In fact, the number of enslaved persons in America 

increased an average of 28.2% per decade with no dramatic change after the abolition of 
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the slave trade.
167

 Black also argues that the Abolition of the Slave Trade was meant to be 

more impactful than it was. He suggests that “American Abolitionists had hoped that the 

end of the international slave trade, combined with the high death rate among American 

slaves, would lead to an extinction of slavery by natural causes.”
168

 This helps to frame 

the excitement and anticipation with which many abolitionists, Jones included, greeted 

the abolition of the slave trade, even if slavery itself was still legal.  They would later be 

disappointed when “the death rate declined and the slave population increasingly 

sustained its numbers” which led to a perpetuation of slavery for the foreseeable future.
169

 

The renewed vitality of the American slave enterprise led abolitionists to push beyond 

promoting the abolition of the slave trade to the abolition of slavery altogether. 
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Afrocentrism, “Black Hermeneutic,” and the Praxis of Black 

Preaching as the Deployment of Liberating Liturgical Space 

 In “African and African Disasporan Hermeneutics: Reading the Hebrew Bible as 

Journey, Exile, and Life through My/Our Voice” in The Africana Bible, Randall Bailey, 

Cheryl Kirk-Duggan, Madipoane Masenya, and Rodney S. Sadler Jr. affirm that “One’s 

lens or hermeneutic matrix has a great deal to do with what one hears or sees and one’s 

perceptions of what one has heard or seen.”
170

 Afrocentrism, “a mode of thought and 

action in which the centrality of African interests, values, and perspectives 

predominate,”
171

 carries along with it an Afrocentric, or “Black,” hermeneutic. Henry 

Mitchell frames the connection between Afrocentrism and preaching in his book Black 

Preaching: The Recovery of a Powerful Art by suggesting that a “Black hermeneutic” 

influenced the interpretation of the Bible in a way that directly reflected the needs and 

concerns of the gathered community.
172

 What Mitchell calls “Black hermeneutic” is what 

has been referred to throughout this study as Afrocentrism, albeit in Christianized, 

theological language, and reflects the matrix through which black people saw and 

interacted with the world. Preaching is an example of liturgical praxis, and in the Black 

Church tradition such praxis reflected the central concerns of the gathered community, 

namely slavery, abolition, and emancipation. In short, black Christian praxis was 

grounded in this “Black hermeneutic” which both empowered the gathered community to 
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survive in the midst of the horrors of slavery and critiqued the system of the slavery 

itself. Contrary to the framework other abolitionists used, such as a Samuel Magaw, the 

great darkness that loomed over black people was not that of their African religious 

traditions, but the system of slavery that attempted to dehumanize them. In Shoes That Fit 

Our Feet: Sources for Constructive Black Theology, Dwight Hopkins suggests that so-

called “White theology forced its domination upon black life by maintaining ruthless 

control and rendering slaves subservient to white humanity.”
173

 This is evident in the way 

that white Christians often deployed the sacrament of baptism for enslaved Africans. This 

type of dehumanizing spirituality prompted enslaved and free African-descended people 

to establish their own liberating spaces in order to counteract this destructive theology, 

engaging in the “redemption” of Christianity, as posited by Thurman. 

 Vincent Wimbush writes extensively about the quality and components of a 

“Black hermeneutic” and provides a five-pronged, chronological framework for 

understanding the evolution of the function the Bible played in black Christianity. He 

suggests that “every reading of important texts, especially mythic or religious texts, 

reflects a ‘reading’ or assessment of one’s world, and since the Bible has from the 

founding of the nation served as an icon, a history of African Americans’ historical 

readings of the Bible is likely to reflect their historical self-understandings – as Africans 

in America.”
174

 As we endeavor to understand how the hermeneutic deployed by 

Absalom Jones in the formulation of St. Thomas as a liberative space, using his “A 
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Thanksgiving Sermon” as an example, impacted the self-understanding of the free black 

community in Philadelphia around in the late 18
th

 and early 19
th

 centuries, it might be 

helpful to examine where the functioning of the Bible as “mythic text” in Jones’s new 

community falls within Wimbush’s chronological framework. 

Wimbush begins by suggesting that the Bible operated as a method of 

constructing a “language world” for a community whose world had been completely 

dismantled and whose attempts to construct a new world were frustrated by a slave 

system that could only be sustained by perpetuating a broken cosmology. One of the 

ways the system of slavery intentionally stymied the ability of enslaved Africans to 

construct a new world was to destroy their ability to communicate with one another in 

order to facilitate the formation a more servile and obedient slave population and to 

decrease the likelihood of slave revolt and opposition.  As a result of this, in collusion 

with the fact that slaves were uprooted from the only world they had ever known, made 

to endure the brutality of the Middle Passage, sold on auction blocks and dispersed 

throughout the “New World,” Wimbush suggests that the Bible became the world 

through which enslaved Africans were able to construct their own new world. He writes,  

For the great majority of African Americans the Bible has historically functioned 

not merely to reflect and legitimize piety (narrowly understood), but as a 

language-world full of stories – of heroes and heroines, of heroic peoples and 

their pathos and victory, sorrow and joy, sojourn and fulfillment. In short, the 

Bible became a ‘world’ into which African Americans could retreat, a ‘world’ 

they could identify with, draw strength from, and in fact manipulate for self-

affirmation.
175

  

 

We see this formation of a new “language-world” in the way that slaves created their 

spirituals and other songs. This new language-world impacted all the areas of their 
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existential experience. Master and the overseers became Pharaoh and the Egyptian army, 

the northern states and Canada became the “Promised Land” that slaves yearned to 

escape to, and Mary and Martha (in the narrative of the Death of Lazarus) became the 

enslaved community. As Wimbush explicates the origins of what Mitchell refers to as a 

“Black hermeneutic,” we see that the first step in doing so was the recreation and 

reconceptualization of the world in light of the Bible and scripture. It must be noted, 

however, that this “Black hermeneutic” interacts with the scripture as a living document, 

not a static reality. In Wimbush’s framework, the word “manipulation” ought not to be 

read through a negative lens, but rather in light of the creative hermeneutic through which 

black people engaged scripture. This manipulation is what Earl refers to when he posits 

that enslaved Africans in America utilized a free hermeneutical license to counteract the 

“monological” interpretation of scripture that was handed to them by their slave masters. 

This practice not only helped them to interpret their lived experience in the light of God’s 

divine activity, but also helped them to know where they fit in the larger trajectory of 

God’s salvific work, which many enslaved and then free African-descended people saw 

as spanning the length and breadth of Christian scripture.  

Wimbush then dissects this language-world into five distinct movements in the 

development of the function of the Bible in African American cosmology, as evidenced 

in “songs, sermons, testimonies, and addresses.”
176

 The first “reading,” reflecting the 

beginning of the African experience in America, was that of “rejection, suspicion, and 

awe of ‘Book Religion.’” In this phase, African slaves encountered and rejected the 

religion of the slave master, but began to witness the power that the Bible played with the 
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slave masters themselves in the construction their own world. Africans saw the Bible as a 

book of “power” and were able to gage its significance by the way in which the slave 

master used it to create their version of the “New World.”
177

  

The second “reading,” reflecting the mass conversions of Africans in the 18
th

 

century, encompasses the incorporation and transformation of “Book Religion” into 

“Slave Religion.” Having identified the Bible as a “book of power,” enslaved Africans 

began incorporating this book as a religious and social tool to navigate the complexities 

of the slave system. Wimbush intimates that it was during this time that Negro Spirituals 

may have started to develop. They reflect the creativity with which enslaved Africans 

began to enter the biblical language-world en masse and reflect that worldview onto their 

own existence. James Weldon Johnson suggests that spirituals were a quintessential 

example of that creative activity in that, through the experience of the enslaved 

community, the Christian message was distilled to its fundamental, liberating message. 

These values were then set to “a modified form of primitive African music” and, in so 

doing, spirituals, much like the Invisible Institution, became spaces where the enslaved 

Africans could “take refuge.” Johnson contends that “It is not possible to estimate the 

sustaining influence that the story of the Jews as related in the Old Testament exerted 

upon the Negro. This story at once caught and fired the imaginations of the Negro bards, 

and they sang, sang their hungry listeners into a firm faith.” Spirituals, as explicated by 

Johnson, serve as examples of Africans “seizing Christianity” and making it their own in 

order to build a sustainable, liberating, and “firm” spirituality.
178
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The third “reading,” where I would suggest we locate Absalom Jones and St. 

Thomas’s African Episcopal Church, representing the beginning of the independent 

Black Church movement in the late 18
th

 and early 19
th

 century, reflects the establishment 

of an African American “canon” of scripture and hermeneutic principle.
179

 Negro 

Spirituals contain the nascent distillation of scripture into the “canon” that we see 

employed in rhetoric around abolitionists and the development of the Independent 

Church movement. Wimbush suggests that the Exodus narrative along with the major and 

minor prophets of the Hebrew Bible who denounced social injustice and oppression; and 

the New Testament passages which explicate the birth, life, death, and resurrection of 

Jesus Christ comprised the “canon” for African American Christians.
180

 Emphasis on the 

passages of scripture that emphasized the liberating and salvific work of God, the 

denunciation of oppression and social injustice, and allegiance with dispossessed and 

marginalized communities and the exclusion of passages of scripture that supported 

social stratification, the maintenance of the slave system, and the dehumanization of self 

and community reflect a conscious and intentional interaction with scripture that reflected 

their wellbeing. 

 The previous interlocution with Wimbush’s analysis of “The Bible and African 

Americans: An Outline of an Interpretive History,” helps us to better understand the 

background and evolution of what Mitchell refers to as a “Black hermeneutic.” 

Throughout this evolution, we bear witness to the creativity with which black people 
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interpreted scripture in order to illumine the liberative activity of God within the context 

of the liturgical and liberating ministry of Absalom Jones. 

Preaching with Sacred, and Subversive, Fire: “A Thanksgiving Sermon” by 

Absalom Jones and the Praxis of Liberating Liturgical Space 

We now turn our attention to Absalom Jones’s “A Thanksgiving Sermon.” It was 

in light of the original hope brought about by abolition of the slave trade that St. 

Thomas’s African Episcopal Church held a liturgy of thanksgiving on Friday, January 1, 

1808. This study of Absalom Jones’ words seeks to explore the presence of griosh and a 

“Black hermeneutic” lens in order to assess whether he was a practitioner of a liberating 

theology steeped in the concerns of the black community. 

The scripture employed as the point of the departure for the sermon was Exodus 

3:7-8 which says “And the Lord said, I have surely seen the affliction of my people 

which are in Egypt, and have heard their sorrows; and I am come down to deliver them 

out of the hand of the Egyptians.” Right from the very beginning, even before the sermon 

actually begins, we see Absalom Jones deploying a “Black hermeneutic” in selecting this 

scripture as the focus for this study. The story of the Exodus is one of the stories in the 

Bible that was central to the composition of an African American canon of scripture. The 

images, characters, and plot of the Exodus narrative provided a scriptural framework 

within which the African American community could interpret and articulate their 

experience. 

The next move of Jones’s sermon explicates the “affliction” under which the 

children of Israel found themselves. Jones names the “privation of liberty,” being 

“compelled to work in open air… without a covering from the burning rays of the sun,” 
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punishment by “beating,” food that “contained but little nourishment,” and the 

destruction of their children by “drowning,” and other examples as characteristic of their 

“nearly four hundred years” of slavery.
181

 In highly emotional language Jones then sums 

up the direness of their situation by stating, 

Ah! Who can conceive of the measure of their suffering, during that time? What 

tongue, or pen, can compute the number of their sorrows? To them no morning or 

evening ever disclosed a single charm: to them, the beauties of spring, and the 

plenty of autumn had no attractions: even homesick endearments were scarcely 

known to them: all was misery; all was grief; all was despair.
182

 

 

In his own words, Jones seems to give us a clue to help us unravel what he is rhetorically 

constructing in this opening paragraph. The answer to his rhetorical question seems to be 

“no one except those who live under a similar oppressive system,” i.e., African slaves in 

America. He seems to be projecting the situation of enslaved Africans in America into 

the narrative of enslaved Hebrews in Egypt. Enslaved Africans were also deprived of 

their liberty, made to work under harsh conditions in the “open air,” endured beatings as 

punishment, being given food with little nourishment, and saw their children “destroyed,” 

albeit not through drowning, but through being sold off. The “cries” and “lamentations” 

of the enslaved Hebrews echo the “cries” and “lamentations” of enslaved Africans who 

mourned the loss of their world, the destruction of the families, and their continued 

slavery. While it may be seen as eisogetical to do so, Jones was in fact syncretizing 

African American experience with that of the Hebrews placing African Americans within 

the larger narrative of God’s salvific work. 
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 Jones then mentions that “they were not forgotten by the God of their fathers, and 

the Father of the human race.”
183

 In mentioning, and emphasizing the common ancestry 

of God, Jones could be dismantling the anti-African polemic that suggested deficiencies 

within African-descended people as a scientific and sociological support for the slave 

system. Jones then suggests that God decided to act on behalf of the Israelites directly. 

He says, “[the text] describes the Judge of the world to be so much moved, with what he 

saw and what he heard, that he rises from his throne – not to issue a command to the 

armies of angles that surround him to fly to the relief of his suffering children – but to 

come down from heaven, in his own person, in order to deliver them out of the hands of 

the Egyptians.”
184

 As a result of this direct action, Jones exhorts the community to praise 

God because although “Clouds and darkness are round about him... righteousness and 

justice are the habitation of his throne.”
185

 This emphasis on the “righteousness and 

justice” of God continue to reflect the emphasis of the African American canon of 

scripture. Moreover, Jones’s emphasis on the “coming down” of God reflects one of 

overlapping areas of African religious traditions and Christianity, divinity with both 

transcendent and immanent qualities. 

 Jones’ next homiletical movement makes explicit what we have assumed before – 

the connection between the Hebrews in Egypt and Africans in America. He says, “The 

history of the world shows us, that the deliverance of the children of Israel from their 

bondage is not the only instance, in which it has pleased God to appear in behalf of 
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oppressed and distressed nations, as the deliverer of the innocent, and of those who call 

upon his name.”
186

 For Jones, the same God who delivered the Hebrews from Egyptian 

captivity was active and present in the liberation of Africans from American captivity. 

The passage and implementation of the abolition of the slave trade was evidence of a God 

who “is unchangeable in his nature and character.”
187

 Jones even says, “The great and 

blessed event, which we have this day met to celebrate, is a striking proof, that the God of 

heaven and earth is the same, yesterday, and to-day, and for ever.”
188

 In naming the 

abolition of the slave trade as “great and blessed,” Jones is providing religious language 

with which to interpret this event. He seems to suggest that the abolition of the slave 

trade is God’s activity on behalf of the enslaved African community. This is another 

example of the “language-world” that black people in America constructed as a result of 

their interaction with the Bible. 

 After emphasizing again the inherent unity between black and white people 

(children of the “Common Father of the human race”
189

), Jones then lists off the specific 

characterizations of the Transatlantic Slave Trade in a way that mirrors the list of specific 

characterizations of Hebrew captivity in Egypt. He says,  

He [God] has seen the affliction of our countrymen… He has seen the wicked 

arts, by which wars have been fomented among the different tribes of the 

Africans, in order to procure captives, for the purpose of selling them as slaves,… 

ships fitted out from different ports in Europe and America, and freighted with 

trinkets to be exchanged for the bodies and souls of men,… the anguish which has 

taken place, when parents have been torn from their children,… them thrust in 

crowds into the holds of those ships, where many of them have perished from 
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want of air,… them exposed for sale,… pangs of separation between members of 

the same family,… them driven into the sugar, the rice, and the Tabaco fields 

compelled to work… in the open air, beneath the burning sun… 

 He has seen them faint beneath the pressure of their labors… return to 

their smoky huts in the evening, with nothing to satisfy their hunger… the neglect 

with which their masters have treated their immortal souls… 
190

 

 

Absalom Jones then concludes this litany by continuing to reverse the anti-African 

polemic, referring to the master and the overseer as “inhuman wretches!”
191

 This list, 

though longer than the list ascribed to Egyptian captivity, bears many striking similarities 

with that list and underscores the ingenious nature with which Jones projected the black 

community into scripture and the God of the Hebrews into his time. This God “came 

down into the United States” and was active in the framing of the Constitution and was 

also present in Great Britain who “put an end to the same iniquitous [slave] trade in May, 

1807.”
192

 

 Jones continues his reversal of the anti-African polemic utilized by many 

abolitionists of his day be framing Africa as the mother of the African people who had 

been violated by “British and American hands.”
193

 It could be that Jones is using 

language to redeem the African continent in the eyes of so many who saw it has a 

continent of “darkness” and “gloom.” God and Africa were the parents of African people 

and connecting them in such a way granted a divine quality to what others deemed as 

evil, “heathen,” and “dark.” 
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  Jones then exhorts the congregation using the words attributed to the angelic choir 

who were present at the birth of Jesus – “Glory to God in the highest, for these first fruits 

of peace upon earth, and good-will to man!”
194

 This retro-projection of the narrative of 

the birth of Jesus into the narrative of the liberation of the Hebrews from Egyptian 

captivity is characteristic of the license with which enslaved Africans engaged biblical 

narratives in order to create Negro Spirituals. This rhetorical connection of the two 

testaments of Christian scripture make clear that for Jones, the arc of God’s divine 

activity bent in the direction of liberation from oppression. This hermeneutical bridge 

makes clear that, for Jones, “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, 

and the Word was God.” In synthesizing African American experience with scriptural 

witness, Jones was clearly occupying the role of the griot – holding the communal story 

in the light of God’s divine activity. 

 For Jones, God’s divine activity on their behalf necessitated five responses from 

the community. Incorporating the words of a hymn, Jones presented the community with 

a question - “What shall we render unto the Lord.” First, Jones suggests a holistic 

approach to their “expressions of gratitude.” Rather than them being restricted to the 

confines of the church building or formal liturgy, the community was enjoined to “carry 

grateful hearts” into their “places and abode, and… daily occupations.”
195

 The 

destruction of the division between the sacred and secular connects directly to African 

cosmology where the sacred was everywhere and in all things. 
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Before moving on to the next response to God’s divine activity, it is worth 

mentioning that one of the things that Jones raises up the privilege of “worshipping God, 

agreeably to our consciences, in church of our own” as worthy of thanksgiving.
196

 Jones 

makes clear here that the creation of black religious space is important to the formation of 

his new community and that the maintenance and perpetuation of that community is the 

responsibility of those gathered in because of the activity of God. 

 The second response to God’s divine activity was to pray for the “completion of 

his [God’s] begun goodness” to those still in slavery throughout the world and for those 

affected by the slave enterprise in Africa. This confirms that abolitionists like Jones were 

convinced that the logical conclusion of the abolition of the slave trade was the 

destruction of the system of slavery itself. In their minds, slavery was only maintained by 

the steady importation of new slaves. In the minds of many, it was wholly inconceivable 

that the institution of slavery would eventually be able to sustain itself. The days of 

slavery were all but numbered. So when Jones later implored “masters to treat them [their 

slaves] with kindness and humanity and to… favor them with the means of acquiring 

such parts of human knowledge, as will enable them to read the holy scriptures, and 

understand the doctrines of the Christian religion, whereby they [the slaves], may 

become, even while they are slaves of men, the freemen of the Lord,” he was doing so 

with the underlying assumption that it was only a matter of time before the institution of 

slavery was destroyed altogether. In this way, Jones’s words can be read and interpreted 

as far more subversive than they seems at first glance. Jones is not supporting the 
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continued slavery of African peoples; rather, he is underscoring the collective assumption 

that slavery was all but over. 

 Jones continues his subversive attack on slavery by suggesting that the 

community “conduct [themselves] in such a manner as furnish no cause of regret” to the 

white community.
197

 He enjoins them to “remember the rock whence we hewn, and the 

pit whence we were dug,” and further to remember “that an African slave, ready to 

perish, was [their] father or our grandfather.”
198

 These two admonitions together make 

clear that Jones is making a claim about the African identity of his community and the 

communication of that identity was essential to their survival as a free people in the wider 

American society. This knowledge would help them to be good citizens and enable them 

to pass on their narrative to future generations whom they were enjoined to “instruct… in 

the principles of the gospel of Jesus Christ.”
199

 Jones was subversively making a claim 

about the humanity of African-descended people in the face of many assumptions and 

stereotypes of African-descended as subhuman and unable to exist in society outside of 

the framework of chattel slavery. 

Jones then makes a curious claim about God’s providence that deserves some 

attention. He claims “perhaps his [God’s] design [for slavery] was, that a knowledge of 

the gospel might be acquired by some of their [our] descendants, in order that they might 

become qualified to be messengers of it, to the land of their fathers [Africa].”
200

 At face 

value it would appear that Jones has adopted the anti-African polemic employed by many 
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of his contemporaries; however, in light of the fact that we have uncovered that Jones’s 

interpretation of Christianity was that of a liberating faith, in both body and soul, it stands 

to reason that Jones saw the Christian faith as a suitable space for the faith and spirituality 

of African people. Remember, African spirituality could incorporate new gods without 

threatening old ones. This stood diametrically opposed to the practice of many 

missionaries of a racist, capitalist system who often used religion to subjugate, exploit, 

and enslave. On the contrary, Jones saw the Christian faith as a space of liberation and 

empowerment as witnessed by his own experience with faith, education, and religion.  

Jones concludes with his fifth and final response to God’s divine activity. He 

suggested that the community not only commemorate that day with a yearly celebration, 

but his inclusion of the “lessons… psalms… the prayers and praise” seem to point to a 

yearly religious observance of the abolition of the slave trade.
201

 While record of this 

yearly religious observance could not be located, what is clear is that Jones is making a 

case for the creation of liturgical space to celebrate a momentous occasion that was at the 

center of African American life – abolition. As such, Jones is providing liturgical space 

for Afrocentric expression of liturgical practice as an example of the worship of God that 

was agreeable to their conscious. 

Jones closes his sermon with another exhortation to the greatness of God and the 

righteousness of God activity on behalf of the African American community, asking for 

the “sun of righteousness” to shine upon “nations, which now sit in darkness.”
202

 It could 

be that Jones is referring to the African nations who are bereft of the gospel of Jesus 
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Christ, or, as stated earlier, he could be referring to nations who support and profit from 

the institution of slavery. Jones overturned this paradigm of light and dark by granting 

divine status to the continent of Africa as the “mother of African people” while God was 

the father “of all nations upon earth.” Jones closes his sermon with the words of the 

Sanctus, connecting God’s work in liberation with God’s work in the Eucharist – “Holy, 

holy, holy, Lord God almighty: the whole earth is full of thy glory. Amen.” 

Throughout his sermon, Jones makes connections to a liberating and Afrocentric, 

“Black hermeneutic” – both overt and implied. The fact that he held the liturgy at all 

bears witness to his desire to carve out liturgical space for the concerns of the African 

American community. His choice to preach as he did, employing a “Black hermeneutic” 

that had to appear both non-threatening to the dominant power structure while at the same 

time conveying the deeper concerns of his community, also bears witness to his attempt 

at creating an intentionally liberating space for his community. Before moving to our 

final analysis and conclusion of this study, it is worth visiting one more piece of the 

liturgy – the “New Year’s Anthem” written by one of Jones’s parishioners, Michael 

Fortune. 

Sing Unto the Lord a New Song: the “New Year’s 

Anthem” and the Heralding of a New Experience 

Amazing Grace: An Anthology of Poems about Slavery, 1660-1810, edited by 

James G. Basker, records the lyrics of the “New Years’ Anthem” that was sung on 

January 1, 1808 at the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas (and subsequently at the 

African Meeting-House in Boston, Massachusetts on July 14, 1808) in commemoration 

of the abolition of the slave trade. Its inclusion in the liturgy to mark the abolition of the 
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slave trade, in conjunction with Jones’ “A Thanksgiving Sermon,” serves as yet another 

example of the liturgical engagement of a liberating theology that was primarily focused 

on the concerns and experiences of the black community. As such, it was also Afrocentric 

in its approach. Michael Fortune, a parishioner at St. Thomas’s Church, composed the 

song to celebrate the abolition of the slave trade. The words of his hymn were published 

along with Absalom Jones’ “A Thanksgiving Sermon.”
203

 For the sake of this study, we 

will examine verses 2, 3, and 8 of the hymn which read: 

II. 

Lift up your souls to God on high, 

The fountain of eternal grace, 

Who, with a tender father's eye, 

Look'd down on Afric's helpless race! 

 

III. 

The nations heard His stern commands! 

Britannia kindly sets us free; 

Columbia tears the galling bands, 

And gives the sweets of Liberty. 

 

VIII. 

From one parental stem ye spring, 

A kindred blood your bosoms own; 

Your kindred tongues God's praises sing, 

And beg forgiveness at his throne:
204

 

 

The second verse contains three images for our analysis – God as “father,” 

“Afric’s helpless race,” and God’s act of “looking down” upon them. First, in ascribing 

fatherhood to God we have another example of African-descended people claiming 

lineage to God and, as such, asserting their equality with white people. This stood 
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diametrically opposed to African people being seen as lower class at best and subhuman 

at worst. The rhetoric of God as father was revolutionary in that is claimed status, dignity, 

divinity, and access for a people who had been politically disenfranchised, socially 

marginalized, economically exploited, and religious abused.  It should also be noted here 

that while the image of “God on high” was a popular image within Judeo-Christian 

theology, the idea of a “high God” also resonated with African religious traditions and, as 

such, an argument could be made to support the idea that African people were not 

required to surrender their religious systems in order to become Christians; rather, the 

areas of theological and cosmological confluence provided opportunities for African-

descended people to synthesize their new faith systems with their older, indigenous 

religious systems. 

 The inclusion of “Afric’s helpless race” is a line that also requires scrutiny. The 

usage of the term “Afric” (a derivative of the word “African”) is a continuation of the 

communal redefinition that we saw in the inclusion of the word “African” in the name of 

St. Thomas’s Church. As we discovered with Hood, the intentional inclusion of the word 

“African” in the was not coincidental, but reflected “blacks’ understanding of their group 

and individual identity as Africans or African descendants, even though they came from 

different tribes and ethnic groups and in spite of temporal and geographical 

discontinuity.”
205

 This continued connection and identification with Africa, despite 

attempts to label Africa as “heathen” and “dark,” is another example of a revolutionary 

communal act of redeeming that which larger society deemed as inferior. 
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 Finally we can interrogate the significance of the fact that God “looked down.” In 

analyzing Negro Spirituals, we saw that Negro Spirituals borrowed heavily from Jewish 

and Christian scripture, retro-projecting the community into the narrative and the 

projecting the world of the narrative into their own time and space. Moreover, Negro 

Spirituals specifically, and the “Black hermeneutic” from which they sprung in general, 

borrowed heavily from the canon of scriptural texts that African Americans placed as 

paramount in undergirding their understanding of God, self, community, and world. 

These stories include the liberation and exodus of the Hebrew people from Egypt, the 

admonitions of the prophets, and the life and liberating work of Jesus Christ. While God 

“looking down” is popular throughout scripture, it could be that this specific instance 

connects the experience of the Hebrews with the experience of African and African-

descended people in America. We must bear in mind that according to the Exodus 

narrative, when God called Moses, he did so because he “looked upon the Israelites, 

and… took notice of them.”
206

 The “looking” and “noticing” of God preceded God’s 

activity on their behalf. God later tells Moses “I have observed the misery of my people 

who are in Egypt; I have heard their cry on behalf of their taskmasters. Indeed, I know 

their sufferings, and I have come down to deliver them from Egyptians…”
207

 It is 

possible, given the significance of this story in African American life, that this hymn 

connects the lived experience of African Americans with the Hebrews of scripture. After 

all, the same God who was present at the burning bush, was present in the bushes and 
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gullies of the hush arbors, and was believed to still be active in the lives of God’s faithful 

people. 

 This connection to the Exodus narrative is further underscored in the third verse. 

Within the world of this hymn, what could “His stern commands” be but the immortal 

words Moses uttered to Pharaoh at God’s behest - “Let me people go!” What is most 

curious is the way this verse reimagines the Britannia and Colombia. On the surface, 

these two images, commonly associated with white culture (Britannia being Great Britain 

and Columbia being the United States of America), are framed as Pharaoh who relented 

to God’s demand to set the people free; however, in the “tearing of the galling bands” and 

the granting of the “sweets of liberty,” Fortune seems to be co-opting these images and 

more revolutionary abolitionist images. In Performing the Temple of Liberty: Slavery, 

Theater, and Popular Culture in London and Philadelphia, 1760 – 1850, Jenna Gibbs 

suggests that Fortune’s Columbia was “far more active than most white abolitionists’ 

renderings, which usually depicted Columbia encouraging emancipation, in keeping with 

the idealized white republican mother’s encouragement of civic virtue in her sons.”
208

 We 

explored this version of abolitionism in Magaw’s sermon. Fortune’s depiction of 

Columbia as active in the abolition, not merely of the slave trade, but of slavery itself, 

supports the premise that African Americans were often more revolutionary in their 

approach to abolition, as we explored in Jones’s sermon. Moreover, the concept that 

America could actually be an active agent in the abolition of slavery itself reflected an 
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optimism that the fledgling nation could live more fully into its promise of liberty for 

all.
209

  

 This call to extend freedom to all was couched theologically in the constant 

appeal to the common ancestry of the human race that is repeated by Absalom Jones 

several times throughout his “A Thanksgiving Sermon” and is included in the eighth 

verse of “A New Years’ Hymn.” Harkening back to the seventh verse, the eighth verse 

suggests that the “nations” must remember that they all derive from “one parental stem” 

and, further, that they are bound together with kindred “blood.” The hymn continues to 

level the rhetorical playing field by suggesting that everyone had equal access to both 

“sing praises” and “beg forgiveness” at God’s throne. As suggested previously, the power 

of the demand for equality in a society where Africans were often associated with beasts 

of burden should not be underestimated. In this verse, the “New Years’ Hymn” continues 

to frame a more ideal world than was the current reality. 

 The “New Years’ Hymn” composed by Michael Fortune serves as yet another 

example of the radical and revolutionary engagement with liturgy as a liberating, 

religious discourse. The inclusion of images popularly associated with white culture and 

the daring reconceptualization of them as active agents of liberation and emancipation 

reflect the intentional grioshing popular to the “Black hermeneutic” we have explored.  

While the “New Years’ Hymn” is not a Negro Spiritual in its most pure sense, it does 

reflect characteristics popular to the composition and function of Negro Spirituals 

including relying on the so-called “African American canon,” retro-projecting the 

African American community into the world of the text and projecting the world of the 
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text into their current time and space, the creative reinterpretation and adaption of 

commonly associated images in such a way as to support their liberation, and the 

continued appeal to the fatherhood of God and the familial relationships among 

humanity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 This study of the life and ministry of Absalom Jones has sought to analyze his life 

and work in such a way as to support his ministry both as an abolitionist and as a 

clergyman of the Episcopal Church. In a broader framework, the analysis of Absalom 

Jones the abolitionist and Absalom Jones the clergyman has sought to investigate the 

space where these two worlds overlapped as an example of the ways in which religion 

generally, and the liturgical tradition of the Episcopal Church specifically, can be 

engaged as a liberating space for oppressed and disenfranchised communities. There are 

several things that are clear from our study: Absalom Jones was an Afrocentric liberation 

theologian, the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas was a liberating space, and 

liturgy was framed and engaged as liberating religious discourse. 

 Absalom Jones was an Afrocentric liberation theologian. Though the term 

“Liberation Theology” would not be coined for well over a century after his death, 

Absalom Jones was clear in his social location both at the nexus point of abolitionism and 

Christian witness and that of blackness and whiteness. For him, the work of the Church 

was to set people free – physically and spiritually. One of the notable characteristics of 

his ministry was the way in which he occupied that space as the first black priest in the 

Episcopal Church. He had been granted a seat the table of white culture (albeit a seat that 

was bereft of influence at the level of diocesan and general church polity), but he also 

maintained a foot in the lives of the community of people who comprised the St. Thomas 

community – black people. He was concerned about articulating a theology that 

supported their freedom, establishment, and development as a free people of God.  His 
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witness was not primarily other-worldly and bereft of witness against the “darkness” of 

slavery; rather, his witness boldly leveraged the “light of the Gospel” to dispel the 

“darkness” of slavery. His “A Thanksgiving Sermon” is a prime example of a clear 

articulation of a liberating theology, and in Jones’s case, one that spoke directly to the 

primary concerns of this community, thereby making it Afrocentric in its approach. 

 Not only was Absalom Jones an Afrocentric liberation theologian, but he framed 

the African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas as a liberating space for Philadelphia’s black 

community. The creation of a space where blackness, and the concerns and experiences 

thereof, was held up as normative was revolutionary and important in a time when a 

newly freed people were searching for spaces in which to construct a new identity. This is 

evidenced in the inclusion of the word “African” in the name of the newly formed 

community, in the inscription over the door from scripture which read “Ethiopia Shall 

Soon Stretch out Her Hands Unto God,” and in the ways in which the church framed their 

relationship with the Diocese of Pennsylvania in such a way as to maintain black control 

of their space. It should also be noted that, architecturally speaking, the space that St. 

Thomas’s Church occupied was a traditional space for the time period. Their ability to 

enter that space and to redeem it for the expression of a liberating theology in which the 

marginalized community could encounter the divine envisaged not only another example 

of how Absalom Jones and the St. Thomas community were able to engage traditional 

Christian praxis in revolutionary and empowering ways, but also the adaptability of the 

theology born in the hush arbors of the Invisible Institution. St. Thomas made no 

apologies for its blackness or its African-ness, and saw the provision a safe space for the 

articulation and expression of black culture as its mission. 
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 One concrete way this was done was in the engagement of liturgy as a liberating 

religious discourse. The idea that black people came to the Americas and blindly adopted 

the faith system of their enslavers was not true. Rather, enslaved Africans set about the 

task of reimaging the new context by synthesizing the language-world of scripture with 

the language-world of their own experience and tradition. The primal nature of the hush-

arbor religious experiences proved to be laboratories were enslaved Africans were able to 

“chew the meat and spit out the bone” of Christian religion and to create a sustainable 

faith that enabled them to endure the brutality of American slavery and subsequent 

systems of racism and economic exploitation. St. Thomas became a place where that faith 

could be expressed and further developed. Liturgy at St. Thomas was not the formal 

worship of the God of American “imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy.” 

Instead, liturgy at St. Thomas functioned as a space for liberating religious discourse in 

which the gathered community was invited to commune with the God who “looked 

down” upon the burdens of African Americans and who acted on their behalf, just as God 

had done with the Hebrews in Egyptian captivity. In this way, God was not only against 

the enterprise of slavery, but acted decidedly against it and was on the side of the 

oppressed and marginalized community of African Americans. 

 Absalom Jones’s social location at the convergence point of abolitionism, 

Afrocentrism, and Christian witness, serves as an example of the possibilities that 

Christian praxis still possesses today in a milieu where safe spaces are still needed for the 

hallowing of holy ground where God and community can show up and encounter one 

another in the fullness of their presence and power. When liturgy is engaged as such, the 

chains of physical and psychological slavery are destroyed and systems of oppression are 
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challenged and dismantled. His articulation of the needs of his community in 

conversation with the framework of scripture, Christian tradition, and African religious 

traditions speaks to the power of liturgy as a space to commune with God in the images 

and language germane to a given community. What Jones teaches us is that in order for a 

community to find identity, strength, and power in faith, that faith must reflect their 

hopes and dreams, speak their language, and redeem their collective experience in light 

of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Given this framework, it is conceivable that black 

Episcopalians are not anomalies within the larger spectrum of black Christian experience, 

but descendants of, and subscribers to, the daring faith and witness of a man who 

perceived the potential of liturgical practice to be a space for the liberation of his people. 

 In the decades since Absalom Jones, African Americans in the Episcopal Church 

continued to seek places to practice a liberating spirituality, despite being denied full 

engagement in the larger life of the Church. The African Episcopal Church of St. Thomas 

wouldn’t be allowed to send delegates to Convention of the Diocese of Philadelphia until 

1863. Throughout this time, the Episcopal Church struggled to relate to freed and 

enslaved blacks, and as a result, blacks gravitated towards denominations that allowed 

them to exhibit more autonomy and control over their religious life, namely Baptist and 

black Methodist churches. At the same time, this antebellum period also saw the 

founding of several other historically black congregations in the Episcopal Church, 

including St. Philip’s – Harlem, St. James’ – Baltimore, and St. Matthew’s – Detroit as 

well as the development of black clerical leadership like Alexander Crummell. This slow, 

but steady growth of black Episcopalians meant that the Episcopal Church would have to 

figure out how to incorporate them into the overall life of the church in more meaningful 
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ways. From the time of Absalom Jones onward, the policies of the Episcopal Church 

towards African American communicants ranged from benign neglect to open hostility. 

Despite being ignored and mistreated by the larger church, the number of African 

Americans in the Episcopal Church continued to grow, especially in the South. For 

example, before emancipation, blacks constituted as much as half of the communicants in 

the Diocese of South Carolina. Even after the mass defection of blacks after the end of 

the Civil War, black Episcopalians continued to maintain a presence in the life of the 

Episcopal Church. Gardiner Shattuck and Harold Lewis have done extensive study into 

how church lay leadership, priests and bishops, and organizations such Church 

Commission for Work Among Colored People engaged black membership; however, 

further study into the liturgical engagement of black congregations since Absalom Jones 

is warranted. 

 Black Christianity in America has also undergone dramatic evolutions and 

developments in tandem with changes in wider American religious and social contexts. 

Vincent Wimbush explicated a framework of the evolution of the interaction between the 

Black Church and the Bible. This study has located the inception and initial development 

of the St. Thomas’s African Episcopal Church in a particular phase of that evolution; 

however, further study into how this particular church navigated the next two phases (not 

included in this study) and the changes in American religion and society could explain 

the deletion and reattachment of the word “African” to the name of the church as well as 

engage the development of liberating liturgical space created by Absalom Jones. 

 It is true that Absalom Jones was an Afrocentric liberation theology. His theology 

was primary focused on the experiences and concerns of African-descended people 
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through a lens of liberating them from physical and psychological slavery. The field of 

Liberation Theology wouldn’t be formally created for over a century after his death and 

thousands of miles away from Philadelphia by Gustavo Gutierrez in Latin America. 

Black Liberation Theologians such as James Cones and Albert Cleage would join the 

conversation, creating a special field of theology centered on the liberation of black 

people. Jacquelyn Grant and other Womanist theologians would demand a more inclusive 

engagement between Black Liberation Theology and black women who were often 

victims of a trifecta of oppressive conditions – gender, class, and race – and as such 

framed a more inclusive conversation around the a liberating theology. A study into 

possible connections between Jones, Gutierrez, Cone, and Grant could reveal how these 

movements, separated by over fifteen decades, thousands of miles, and several Christian 

denominations, all managed to articulate and frame a contextual liberating theology. 

 African-descended people’s continued contextualization of Christian practice, as 

evidenced in the liturgical and religious expression of St. Thomas’s Church, serves as a 

case-study of the potential of Christian practice to serve as a space for the interpretation 

of culture, experiences, history, and identity of a given people in the light of the Gospel. 

Moreover, the power of Christian expression as a counterbalance to nihilism and 

oppression cannot be overstated. The Exodus narrative, central to the corpus of the “black 

canon,” showcases the formation of religious and cultural identity that directly opposes 

the exploitation and oppression. It is no wonder African Americans found so much 

meaning in this narrative – they were the modern day Hebrew people, suffocating under 

the yoke of slavery, whose prayers for liberation had finally reached the ears of God who 

promised to act on behalf of God’s faithful people. Much like the tabernacle that 
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accompanied the Hebrew people on their quest towards freedom, liturgy as Christian 

praxis continues to serve as a space to encounter God as communities of dispossessed and 

marginalized people wander through the wilderness towards liberation and the Promised 

Land. 

 Liturgy for the oppressed is nothing if it is not the hallowed ground upon which 

the gathered community and the spirit of God encounter one another in their full presence 

and power. Anything else is either a lie or a form of idolatry. The “brush arbors” of the 

Invisible Institution were the response of the enslaved community to the lie that they 

were less than human as well as their refusal to worship the false god who sanctioned 

their enslavement and oppression. Absalom Jones further developed this understanding as 

he engaged Christian praxis as a liberating encounter with the liberating God of the 

Hebrews. He helped to redeem a religion that American, white-supremacist, capitalist, 

patriarchy had profaned in his midst and, in doing, unleashed the reconciling love and 

true freedom that all people innately possess as children of God. 
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